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SGA debate held in com uter cafeteria
by Cliff Annlcelll
and LaShone Grant
The debate for the Student Government
Association (SGA) Executive Board posi
tions were held yesterday in the Student
Center cafeteria.
The three SGA presidential candidates:
Gouri Sadhwani, JoanPetrocelli and George
Calle and the two vice-presidential candi
dates, Amaldo Cruz and Richard Kunze, set
out to discuss, outline and agrue their posi
tions on issuses such as greek activities,
campus unity, university status and the alco
hol policy.
The candidate for secretary is Janet
Jcramillo, a Fine Arts major, Rob Tranter,
the current SGA treasurer, is up for reelection and Sal Anderton, an SGA legisla
ture is tunning for the position of Board of
Tmstees Student Alternate. All o f the
forementioned are running uncontested.
Voting begins on April 11 and runs until
April 19 in the Student Center.
The candidates were questioned by a

Sorority Pledge
Harrassed
by Maureen McGowan
A sorority pledge was allegedly at
tacked in a Blanton Hall stairwell by three
unidentified males on March 31, said
Campus Police.
The Blanton resident, who is pledging
Alpha Omega Soroity, reported to Cam
pus Police that at about 5 p.m.while re
turning to her room she was grabbed from
behind by three males. She said that they
started yelling at her and said, “Fucking
Alpha pledge, w e’ll make an example out
of you.”
She said at first she thought they just
wanted her pledge book, but then while
she was being held one male started un
buttoning her jeans. “I kicked back (at the
men holding behind her.) I think I hit
somebody and then I just tore down the
stairs.”
She added, “I didn ’t look back, I didn’t
see anything.”
Sometime between 1:30 and2:30 a.m.
the next morning a note was alledgedly
placed underneath her dorm door. She
said she found it when the building was
being evacuated during a bomb threat at
approximately 2:30 a.m.
The note was written on the back of an
Alpha Omega flyer which had been used

panel composed of SGA President Anthony
Susco, Montclarion Editior-in-Chief, John
Tibbetts, andGreek Council President Rob
ert Gonzales.
Sadhwani, a junior and Political Sci
ence major, President Pro Tempore of the
SGA and President of Amensty Interna
tional, called for an improvement in the
current services and facilities on campus.
“There’s not one clock in a classroom on
the entire campus and the professors have to
bring their own chalk,” she said in regards
to the college’s current level of basic ser
vice and repair.
She added that she would also like to see
the hiring of more faculty in advance of the
change to university status.
Sadhwani also promises to go to the
administration and push for alcohol to get
back in the Ratskeller. “It would keep stu
dents on campus and give them a sense of
cummunity,” she said.
Petrocelli, a sophomore and SGA Pub
lic Relations Director, further spoke about
the need to unify the student body. “There

Female
resident
assaulted
ex-boyfriend
by Maureen McGowan
On Sunday a female resident was
alledgedly assaulted while walking to lot
21, said Campus Police.
The resident, who lives in Webster,
could not be reached for comment. Cam
pus Police said a male, whom she identi
fied as her former boyfriend, approached
her from behind, put a knife to her throat
and told her to get into her car.
She refused and a struggle ensued.
Campus police said he then physically
assaultedher.She told Campus Police that
when a she heard a car approaching, she
started to scream. This distraction en
abled her to release herself from him and
get into her car.
She has filed a complaint with campus
police and an investigation is being con
ducted.

Please turn to PLED G E page 3

Campus Life:
Illiteracy Champion visits
Sprague, page 13
Bytes and Pieces, page 15

is a wall of apathy and ignorance around
campus and I ’m going to bring it down,”
she said.
The Greek Council and Class One or
ganizations need to be built-up from the
their current “state of neglect,” she added,
and promised to promote an open atmo
sphere for students of every ethnicity.
Unlike Sadhwahi and Calle, Petrocelli
is against university status. She said she
feels the president and administration
should be more concerned with majors
such as Communication, Science and Dis
orders building closing down due to lack of
funds. “We should not suffer just because
President Reid wants to increase his sal
ary,” she said. “W e’re building a library
when we don’t even have books to fill it.”
Calle, a sophomore, history major, SGA
legislator and Arts Editor of The Mont
clarion, promises strong leadership, hon
esty and concern for every student’s needs.

Please turn to D EBATE page 3

Three arrested for
stealing car stereo
by Maureen McGowan
Two juveniles and an adult were ar
rested Monday for alledgedly breaking
into cars on campus, said Campus police.
The three have been charged with
burglary into a motor vehicle, conspiracy
to commit burglary, posession of bur
glary tools, and theft. The adult, Fritz
Macci, 18, of North Bergen, was arraigned
last night in Little Falls Court. The two
juveniles are being transfered to the
Passiac juvenile division because of their
ages; 17 and 14.
Campus Police said they received sev
eral phone calls from concerned students
stating that they observed three juveniles
looking into cars parked in lot 17. One of
the student callers gave police a license
plate number of a car that he said he had
seen the three driving in. The officers on
duty then began to search the lots for both
the vehicle and the suspects.
While enroute an officer reportedly
found a car in lot 21, that had been broken
into and the stereo appeared to have been
stolen.
The suspect’s car was found in lot 28
and the officer allegedly observed a tire
iron, a wrench, and a car stereo on the
floor of the front seat. The three suspects

Please turn to TH EFT page 3

Editorial:
The Montclarion’s election
endorsements, page 19
Su sco responds to editorial,
page 19

SGA Votes Not
to Impeach
Costa
by Ricardo Xavier
The SGA voted against the impeach
ment of SGA legislator Michael Costa
with a 20-8-1-1 vote last night after a
Judicial Ad Hoc committee recommended
his removal from office for abusing his
power.
The SGA Judicial Ad Hoc Committee
found Costa guilty. It had been formed to
investigate Costa’s involvement in alleged
threats made against the Montclarion. The
voting members of the committee were
randomly chosen from the legislature.
“I don’t feel the committee’s decision
is correct, so I must defend myself,” Costa
said. “There were no minutes being kept,
and no proof beyond reasonable doubt was
given,” Costa added. Costa also urged the
legislature to seriously question the
committee’s decision as he felt that one
member was in “strong need of coffee,”
and because the recommended punish
ment was too severe.
“What we decide here today could mar
his career here at MSC. The decision was
based on hearsay,” said George Calle,
SGA legislator.
J ohn In verso, SGA legislator, expressed
his concern about the harshness of the
recommended sanction as well. Inverso
suggested twelve hours of community work
plus mandatory perfect attendance for
Costa instead. According to Richard
Kunze, attorney general of the SGA and
chairman of the Judiciary committee, the
recommendation for impeachment could
not be altered, however.
Several other legislators expressed their
objections of the recommended sanction
as well. “The Judiciary thing was a con
spiracy. Don’t ruin his future,” said Sandra
Garcia, SGA legislator. Carl Zeitz, Direc
tor of Greek Affairs, said that any sanction
would be unfair as well.
“If I cannot know in my heart what
happened at that closed meeting then
Michael shouldnot be kicked off,” Natalee
Vaccaro, SGA legislator said. “My best
friend was on the committee and even she
can’t tell me how the committee reached
its decision. Don’t kick this poor kid off,
we need him,” Vaccaro added.
Seth Leibowitz, Board of Tmstees Al
ternate and Director of Programming, de
fended the confidentiality of the commit
tee. The reason there were no minutes was

Please turn to COSTA page 3
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A Compiled by T.S. Lawton from The New York Times,

"Do you think that this college
should adopt the proposed alcohol
policy for the re-instatement of al
cohol service in the Rathskellar?"
This referendum question and policy
has been approved by the SGA Legis
lature for inclusion in this year's bal
lot. A ll students may vote on this at
the elections, April 11 -15. Let your
voice be heard!

SO C C ER

m

International

REGISTRATION
Academic advising is offering pre
registration advisement services to
undeclared students through April 23,
in the Academic A dvising Center.
Hours are 9 to 11 a.m. and 1:30 to 3:30
p.m. Monday through Friday and 5 to
7 p.m. Thursdays.

THEATER
"Lunatics, Lovers and Poets: Scenes
from Shakespeare's Greatest Hits." 8
p.m., April 9-11; 2 p.m., April 12,
Studio Theatre. Tickets: $4 standard;
$3 senior citizens; $2 students. Call
x 5 1 12.

HOLIDA Y
There w ill be no classes held during
the Easter holiday, from Friday, April
17 through Sunday, April 19. Classes
resume on Monday, April 20.

Fri.

ning status. Clinton received
40% o f the vote in N ew York
and 51% in Kansas. Clinton
showed the lead in Wisconsin
and Minnesota with Brown
closely at his heels. Tsongas
fared w ell in most o f the states
with about 22% o f the vote.
Bush met with a 35% protest
vote except in Wisconsin where
he received 77% o f the vote.

d om in ated F ederal army
stepped up attacks in Bosnia
threatening tentative peace
with Croatia and Slovenia. Ethnic Serbs in all three republics
are the pre-dominant cause for
the unrest. They want to keep
Yugoslavia together or form a
greater Serbia, both ideas not
w ell received by successionists
in C roatia, B o sn ia , and
Slovenia.

The National Hockey
League's players went on
strike last week. They rejected

On Tuesday, April 7, Yassir
Arafat's plane went down in
a Libyan sandstorm. A
search is underway.

their owner's latest offer and
both parties are courting the
idea o f going on with out each
other. The players may create
their own league and the owners may start next year with
non- union players.

Peru's president Alberto
Fujimori suspended congress
and the constitution with full
support of the military.
Fujimori cited corruption and a
12 year old leftist insurgency
that has spread from the mountains to the shanty towns around
the capital, Lima.

Genetic Testing on bones
found in 1985 provided the
answer to Nazi war criminal
Josef Mengele's whereabouts. Tests showed that

The legalization of marijuana is getting serious consideration in Maine, largely
due to the methods used by
drug agencies for interdiction and searches. Homes are

M engele did drown in 1979,
which disproved his families
claim that he was still alive.

B
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National

V,

s
Air strikes killed at least &
Tuesday's primaries
six people in Bosniashowed a stunning turn out
Hercegovina as the United Us for the latent Paul Tsongas.
States recognized its indeT songas pulled 29% o f the votes
in N ew York . Clinton and
pendence along with Croatia
i and Slovenia. The Serbian
Bush maintained their front run,

MSC's Women's Soccer Team beat
Steven's Tech Wednesday night 5-0
on their home turf. If you are sur
prised to hear that a women's soccer
team exists at MSC and would like
further information , contact Coach
Peter Latartara at (908) 232-0361.

¿aJNW:

y
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Sat.

.

invaded like N ew York crack
houses. The town o f Starks in
Western Maine voted to legalize Marijuana. Residents say
they are fed up with over zealous drug agents.

S

i»

w

t o

spent 23 years representing
the eighth district o f N ew Jersey. The Passaic River flood
tunnel was a champion o f his.
Roe's retiring allows him to
keep $500,000 o f his more
than $800,000 campaign war
chest for his ownpersonal use.

On Tuesday, 71 year old
Leona Helmsley was denied
a new trial and was told she
must report to prison next
week. Helmsley convicted o f
evading $ 1.7 million in taxes
has been sentenced to four
years in prison.

The cold spell that has
ended in our area was the
longest recorded since December 1989, the coldest
December on record. Snow
and sleet accompanied the
chilly weather as far south as
the South Carolina coast in
late March. Cherry Blossom s
in Washington D.C. are just
now beginning to bloom.

A 29 year old Englewood
woman, Bretna Roberts was
arrested at her home Sunday, charged with running a
crack house endangering her
nine year old daughter's welfare. A shooting hours later on
the same street is currendy
under investigation as a possibly related incident.

CORRECTIONS

n

M on.

Sun.

New Jersey Congressman
Robert Roe announced his
retirement last week. Roe

It is the policy of

The Montclarion

&

C

A

Cloudy.
Chance of rain

Cloudy

Sunny and Mild

Sunny

Partly cloudy

High: 62
Low: 34

High: 58
Low: 40

High: 70
Low: 40

High: 72
Low: 45

High: 37
Low:20

to correct any er
rors. If you find
an error, call us
at 893-5169.
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Possible budget
cutbacks could
affect library
By Peter Salovltch
On March 27, President Reid approved the possible
cutback proposal issued by the Fiscal Contingency Com
mittee (FCC) of MSC regarding the school’s 92-93 fiscal
year budget. Vice President of Administration and Fi
nance, Thomas Auch said if cut-backs are necessary it is
possible they will be affect the library in two ways:
decreased spending on books and the reduction of future
renovations.
The FCC’s proposal is a safe-guard against the pro
jected $700 million shortfall assessed by Governor Jim
Florio concerning the state budget. Therefore, if the
budget is passed intact by the last day o f cutbacks on June
30, no money from the schools budget will be affected.
This is assured by the Budget (PS) release provision in
ihe FCC plan which gives increments of money back to
die MSC budget over the next three months until all is
returned.
The plan calls for money being appropriated from
budgets to come from two areas: $600,000 from the
facilities Master Plan and $2.25 million in non-salary
expenditures. The schools budget is approximately $58
million.
The committee rejected any possibility of increased
tuition and fees or dismissing any newly acquired posi
tions.
Auch said, “The closer we get to June 30, the less
likely Florio is going to hit us.”
Rob Tranter, SGA Treasurer and member of the FCC
said, “The plan was the best possible way to cut appro
priations and the release provision allows the affects to
be remedied.”
The FCC, which was appointed by Reid, consists of
students, faculty and administration. Tranter said, “This
was a good step in shared governing.“

PLEDGE

from page 1

lo advertise a raffle. She said the note read: “Alpha Omega
pledge, w e’ll fuck you up.”
Both she and her soroirity sisters first believed that the
attackers were members of a certain fraternity on campus and
that it wasslie said after she spoke to members of the fraternity
she believes that they were not involved in the incident at all.
One Alpha Omega sister who wished to remain anonomous
said she now believes that the attackers were probably not
members of Greek Life. She added, ’1 would like to think it
wasn't another Greek, I can’t see them doing that to a fellow
Greek.”
Campus Police is still investigating the matter.

3

S G A o p e n s b id fo r n e w la w y er
fo r th e fir st tim e in six y ea rs
by Nancy Gannon
At last week’s SGA meeting members heard complaints
regarding the services rendered by the legal advisor to the
SGA and student body of MSC. Legislator, George Calle,
expressed the concerns to the legislative body on behalf of
Phi Alpha Delta, Pre Law Fraternity.
Arnold Schancupp, a professor in the Legal Studies
Department and is the attorney hired by the SGA for the
Individual Student Legal Counseling Program. He has been
employed by the SGA in this position for the past six years
and his current salary is $ 17,800. His duties include provid
ing legal advisement to the SGA, as well as individual
counseling for students.
Carmelia Collier, president o f Phi Alpha Delta, says that
her fraternity has received complaints from students regard
ing Schancupp’s legal advisement. Collieris also concerned
about the length of time that Schancupp has held this
position and about the open bidding process offered by the
SGA for other attorneys to bid for this position which has
been waived for the past six years.
“I want to know that the person has all the qualifications
to be in this position,” she said. “The students of this college
are paying for his legal services. I want to know that his
qualifications are being measured against those of others
who want this position,” Collier said.
Brian Greben, a political science major, said that found
Schancupp to be “very unprofessional” when he sought his
services. He added,” he was very rude and had a conde
scending attitude, (he also) gave poor advice to many people
I know.”
SGA President Anthony Susco said, “the SGA has a very
positive relationship with Mr. Schancupp. His services have
been exemplary. He has offered professional advice on all
issues. It has been just recently that we heard of any
complaints,“
Susco said.it is the discretion of the Executive Board to
decide whether or not to have open bidding for this position.

DEBATE

from page 1

Relations between the student body and the SGA as a whole
need to be improved he added, perhaps through a weekly
forum where students could keep in touch Calle said.
“The library hours reperesent what a failure the SGA
was this year,” Calle said. “The SGA is not just a visible
enough force on this campus.”
Calle also promised to speak out for segmented students
on campus. “I promise to separate clicks,” he said “I am your
future.”
Although each candidate had his or her own individual
concerns, all had one common focus: for each and every
student to get out and vote no matter whom they voted for.
There are approximately 11,000students on campus and
less than five percent voted last year, Calle said.

Over the past years, the Board has been satisfied with
Schancupp’s services and opted not to have open bidding.
The choice to retain Mr. Schancupp’s services was made
possible by means of a bid waiver approved by the Board of
Trustees, Susco said.
Schancupp said he was amazed by the recent contro
versy over his position.
“All kinds of people are spreading theories about con
flict with my position. I have counseled over 2,000 students,
and I’ve never heard any complaints,” he said.
Phi Alpha Delta is not the only organization that ha
inquired of the SGA about the bidding process. Mr. Avram B
Segall, also a faculty member in the Legal Studies De
artment, inquired on behalf of his law firm to Anthon
Susco in early March about submitting a bid f
r the position. Segall said that his firm also proposed
a six month review of the services provided by a lawyer i
this position. “We were not questioning his (Schancupp’s)
ompetence or ability as an attorney,” Segall said, “What ar
students getting for $17,800paid under this contract?“ Upon
reviewing the Department of Higher Education Code of Ethics and Guidelines on Outside Employment forFullime Employees. Segall withdrew his bid for the contract
and review proposal. “For a faculty member to car
y this contract, there is an inherent conflict of inter
st. I t ’s ethically not right,” Segall said. Schancup
said that when he was offered the position originally
he posed thesame question to the SGA and administration. He sa
d that Dean of Student Affairs Edward Martin was informed
by the Assistant Attorney Gemeral that the situation was
ethical as long as no Executive Board member had Schancupp
as a professor during their time in office. Also, the SGA
could not retain him for any case against MSC.
Susco said,“it is in the best interests of the students to
request for a proposal biddings process, which will allow
different attorneys to bid for the position."
A contract will be awarded based on a committee com
posed of the Executive board, and approved by the legisla
ture, Susco said.

THEFT

from page 1

were later apprehended in the Bohn Hall Quad. They
claimed to have been visitings a friend in Bohn.
The driver of the vehicle which had been illegally
entered was located on campus by police. He stated that
the car was his father’s but the radio was his. He later
provided campus police with receipts for the stereo.
Campus police said that “if it had not been for
students calling, they (the youths) might not have been
caught.”

COSTA

from page 1

to protect all involved, and it is in the statutes to keep
these committees confidential, Leibowitz said.
“The committee made a genuine effort to bring out
the truth. It deliberated l'orthree hours and considered all
the evidence. Since the legislature instituted this com
mittee I believe its findings should be honored. Person
ally, I am tom a little on the sanction, but I do trust your
committee’s findings,” said John Tibbetts, Editor-inChief of The Montclarion.
Gouri Sadhwani, President Pro Tempore and a mem
ber of the Judiciary committee, said that the committee
dealt with the issue ethically. The recommendation should
be honored, as a genuine effort was made to bring out the
truth, Sadhwani said.
“The people on the committee were totally objective
when considering the case. They reached their decision
in an objective manner,” commented Kunze later. “It’s
the legislature’s right to determine the appropriateness of
the sanction. Because it was a closed meeting, there
should have been no minutes taken. It was not like an
official trial. The fact that we convened at all shows that
we are willing to govern ourselves. As chair of the
committee I am not at liberty to disclose my personal
feelings towards this matter,” Kunze added.
“I ’m glad I didn’t get punished for something I’m
innocent of, ’’Costa later commented. “I ’m happy for
now, but I know sometime, somewhere in the future,
someone is going to bring this up again,” Costa added.
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The Candidates...
fo r S G A p r e sid e n t
George Calle
Joan Petrocelli
Gouri Sadhwani
On the Greek Council: “I have always been a propo
nent o f the idea to ha\’e the students and organizations who
are effected by the SG A‘s legislation to have more o f a say.
The SGA is in the habit o f imposing it’s regulations on
organizations they know little or nothing about. I would like
to talk with the administration about possibilities o f estab
lishing a Greek Row on campus fo r sorority and fraternity
houses."
On parking: "Since before construction began, I have
always supported both a multi-level parking garage and
properly Iteated, indoor bus stops. I want to look at what cut
backsfrom Master Plan C can be made to fund this project.
I have always been fo r things that real students can use in
their everyday life.”
On construction: "Construction will go on whether or
not we receive university status. It is unfortunate that a large
chunk o f that construction was not undertaken during the
summer. Yet, I feel it can only improve future students’
experience. This construction, however, should not impede
upon regular college services, such as the shortened library
hours.
On university status: "As / stated before, there is no
need to correlate University status with the construction
going on around campus. Many members o f the SGA insist
on directly accusing President Reid o f supporting university
status only to bolster his resume. This is not the case. This
type o f attitude only adds confusion to a very important
matter. It is irresponsible to hold university status over the
administrations head in afutile attempt to saveface fo r their
own inability to prevent service cut-backs. In fact. New
Jersey state legislature has recognized MSC to be a univer
sity level institution fo r five years now. They are only
fighting what already is.”
On the alcohol policy: "It is my understanding that the
present SGA board is working on a solution to M SC’s
alcohol problem. At this time I would like to reserve my
comments as they may affect the outcome o f their efforts.”
On facility hours: "The Student Center should be
accessible to all students at all times. It is the center o f
campus life. I have heard students voice ideas concerning
an all-night ‘diner’ situation on campus and I am presently
looking into it. As fo r other facilities, such as computers, I
find that it is unacceptable, in this the computer age, that
MSC has so few computers. The library hour cut-backs last
semester were unacceptable. I feel a larger student re
sponse could have been organized. I ’m talking thousands.
The administration would have to listen to that kind o f turn
out. This is why it is so important fo r students to come out
and vote."
On $600,000 in student fees: “With Mr. Tranter return
ing as treasurer next year, I am sure that the $600,000 will
be administrated properly and efficiently. I will work under
his tutelage to maximize the benefits that money can havefo r
all students.”
How much power does the SGA have on o u r cam pus?
"Right now? Not much. It all depends on what kind o f voter
turn-out we can get. Last year, only 600 students out o f
10,000 voted. That’s no mandate. This year, I’m looking
forward to a much larger turn-out. I feel it’s possible. The
students are in a nasty mood. They know it's time fo r a
change.”
W hat is the most im portant responsibility of the SGA
president? "I don’t know?!! Somebody tell me!!! I’ll find
put when I get there!!! Heh-heh-heh. No, but honestly. All o f
the presidents responsibilities are equally important. But
none more so than to be accessible to students, which is why
we’re here."
'
■
Additional com m ents: “/ would truly love the opportu
nity to serve the students o f MSC. Given that opportunity I
am positive I can make this a better place. What I want all
the voters to remember is that this is a very important
position. Don ’t waste your vote on one issue. Don’t vote on
a candidatejust because they tell you what you want to hear.
You need a candidate that can lead. Someone who can take
an unpopular stance on an issue to benefit the students.
Someone like me."

On the G reek Council: “I agree with autonomy fo r the
Greek Council up to a point. I think it should have more
power and their recommendations should have more weight
than it does in the SGA, but it must be developed. I f an
interest group goes to the Greek Councilfo r a charter and
their request is denied, it should not then have to be passed
by the SGA. I f the Greek Council approves a request fo r a
charter by an in terest group, it should then be approved by
the SGA.”
O n parking: “I believe that they should open-up lot 17
fo r the students. They also need better buses that run on
schedule. Yes, there is parking on campus now, but students
must rely on the buses. I’d love to see the students get a
parking garage but, more realistically and more immedi
ately, I’d like to see more shuttle buses and an accurate
schedule."
O n construction: “I ’m fo r positive changes fo r the
future. I understand that students who go here now, who pay
money fo r tuition, who work hard to save money to go to
college to get a degree are suffering fo r it. The construction
is inconvenient. You have to take into consideration that
students here should get everything they are paying for. It
almost seems as i f students, here and now, have to sacri
fice."
On university status: “I ’d be morefo r university status
if it didn’t seem like President Reid’s personal agenda.
There is an atmosphere on campus that everything is going
on fo r the future and not fo r students right now. University
status is a positive changefo r thefuture but what bothers me
is that it seems like a rush job. We get these letters from
President Reid, but I feel that he is sending them out to no
one. Whatever we do on this campus, we all have to do it
together."
On the alcohol policy: “I think it’s ridiculous that this
is a dry campus. I know Catholic colleges that don’t have
dry campuses. When you make people go o ff campus you
promote drunk driving. I ’d rather see people bring alcohol
a campus and break rules than die. We need an escort
service to drive students to and from local bars. This was
Tony Susco’s idea, but if I ’m elected I will be right on top o f
this plan. I ’d like to see volunteers take trips to local bars
and pick up students on weekends.”
On facility hours: “The reason people leave this col
lege on weekends is because there is nothing to keep them
here. MSC should have something fo r everyone to do. I f we
get alcohol back in the Rat, it’ll make this college alive
again. Library hours are atrocious. It’s ridiculous. The
administrationneeds to workwiththeSGA.Aprogrammust
be worked out to expand campus hours. I want to work with
the administration to make this possible.”
On $600,000 in student fees: "The SGA has a lot o f
services. It is important to publicize all these programs. We
must make students aware o f services available on campus.
Right now, I am publicity director fo r the SGA and I know
how to reach the students. Public relations is the key to
informing this campus, you must advertise all programs and
make them accessible to the students.
How much power does the SGA haveon our cam pus?
"The SGA has a lot ofpower because it can do a lot fo r the
students with student fees. It has the power to relate the
students needs to the administration and faculty. I f the
students want something, they go to the SGA. It acts as the
voice o f the students. The message gets across through us.
Whether or not the students are heard depends on the people
in office. I want to make sure this job is done properly.”
W hat is the most im portant responsibility of the SGA
president? "To unite the students by giving everybody a
better understanding o f each other so that we can work
toward common goals."
Additional comments: "Everyone has their position
fo r a reason. People shouldn't bite off more than they can
chew. It’s not how a person appears, it’s i f they get the job
done. I don t want to be a martyr, I want to be an effective
leader."

On the G reek Council: "The constitution o f the Greek
Council, right now, is only a year old. The Greek Council
hasn’t had a chance to get stronger on campus yet. Right
now, the only power the Greek council has is a recommen
dation to the SGA. I f the GreekCouncildoes not recommend
an organization, the SGA just needs to pass the charter by
a majority vote. Maybe, instead, the SGA should pass a
charter by a two thirds vote, against a recommendation of
the Greek Council. There’s another solution. Maybe the
SGA should make the recommendations and let the Greek
Council make the final decision."
On parking: "There’s parking on campus, the problem
is that it’s fa r away from the main campus. Most o f our
parking is down at Clove, we need another bus stop down
there and we must make sure the buses run continuously.
From people I ’ve talked to, parking is an issue, but I think
it’s an issue at a lesser degree that it has been in the past.
That doesn’t mean it shouldn’t be addressed, I just don’t
think it should be top priority."
On construction: “I t ’s hard to see a campus as beau
tiful as MSC once was to be bombarded with dirt and brick.
It’s part o f something that has to be done. The library has to
be extended, it’s being done. I think that there should be
more o f an effort made to maintain the safety level o f the
construction sites.
On university status: “I support it conditionally. I think
university status could mean a lot o f big thingsfo r MSC. But
as university status compared to the students right now, the
only people who can benefit from it are the administration
unless whoever is on the executive board o f the SGA next
year pushes the administration to not only maintain but
upgrade the services and facilities provided to the students
right now as they exist. I f we want to go to university status,
we have to exist as a university now. We have to make sure
that what this college has to offer can be compared to
university level. You can’t expect MSC to be at university
status when you have budgets frozen in most departments,
when you have a hiring freeze. When you say university
status, it generally means an improvement in education, and
we have to push fo r that."
On alcohol policy: “There’s a resolution in the SGA
and I think it’s presented in a very professional manner. I
see a good possibility o f it getting passed. I think alcohol on
campus is not a far-fetched goal, I think it’s a realistic goal
and can be obtained."
O n facility hours: "One o f the reasons MSC has be
come a suitcase college is because all it’s facilities are
closed on weekends. You can’t expect students to stay on
campus when the college shuts itself down - there’s no
incentive. We have to keep facilities open over the week
ends. The library has less hours than it had three years ago.
It’s important that people go to the library to do work. We
have one o f the bigger libraries offered in state schools in
N J . and it’s open fo r the least amount o f time."
On $600,000 in student fees: "The best way to get the
money back to the students is to make our programming
better. We have to make the programming more available to
students and make them become a part o f it. I f the students
aren't doing that, then we should change our program
ming.”
How much power does th e SGA have on o ur campus?
The power in the SGA depends how it is run. I f the SGA
presents itself to the administration as a well-run, wellorganized body that truly represents all the students inter
ests, the SGA will gain respect. The administration wouldn ’l
here without the students. The key to it's power is student
support."
W hat is the most im portant responsibility of the SGA
president? “It is to make sure the organization is run
effectively and fairly. It is also to represent the views o f all
students and make sure that any student can walk into the
SGA office with a question and be answered, not given the
run around."
Additional comments: “What makes a distinction be
tween a good and effective leader versus ju st a leader is the
ability not only to say what your goals are but to carry them
o u t. What you need to carry them out is experience. I know
I can do that."
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fo r S G A v ic e -p r e sid e n t
Rich Kunze
Arnaldo Cruz
On the G reek Council: "Greekorgani
zations can do a lot fo r this campus, but the
present Greek Council system is only a year
old and still has some problems. I believe in
a symbiotic relationship between the SGA
and Greek Council. We should work to
gether fo r the benefit o f greek life and cam
pus life . Also, the present greek chartering
procedures need to be looked into."
On parking: "The problem with park
ing seems to lie chiefly in the fact that there
are nor enough shuttle buses. The wait at
each stop should, not be more than five
minutes. Sendee should continue on the
weekendsand the hours should be expanded,
if not to 24 hours a day at least to 1 -2 a.m."
On construction: "It’s a lot o f inconve
nience and it's ugly. Hopefully it will be
beautiful in the long run. We have to put up
with this inconvenient situation and most of
us won't see the fruits o f it. Does that mean
it shouldn’t be done? N o.”
On university status: "In general, I ’m
in favor o f MSC becoming a university.
University status can be beneficial, but I
have certain questions about it. Such as;
Will it increase tuition? Will we be hiring
professorsjust to do research leaving gradu
ate assistants to teach classes? Will it in
crease the size o f classes? That’s some thing
no one wants. That’s something I don’t
want."
On alcohol policy: “I would like to see
alcohol back in the Rat, the party policy at
Clove reinstated and a bus funded by mer
chants o f establishments to get students on
and o ff campus so they won't have to drink
and drive. 1 think that this can realistically
happen, but we must prove that we are
responsible.”
On facility hours: "Hours have been
restricted because o f ctbacks in state aid.
The biggest are a affected is the library.
This is an academic institution ,when you

adversely affect those areas that affect the
students academics, it’s irresponsible.Com
puter lab hours and library hours should be
extended later than they are now. Student
Center hours should be increased and it’s
facilities, such as the C-store and the game
room, should be kept open on weekends."
On $600,000 in student fees: "It’sup to
the SGA to advertise it’s programming. If
we do not reach all the students, we should
make more o f an effort to do so. A full time
student pays $72 in fees a year to the SGA.
They have a right to see that the SGA uses
their money responsibly and fo r their best
interests."
How much power does the SGA have
on our cam pus? Our SGA has more power
than other SGA’s around the country be
cause we are incorporated and semi-au
tonomous. The amount o f credibility the
SGA has with the administration depends on
how unified the student body is. When only
582 out o f 10,000 under-graduates vote,
especially on referendum questions, it shows
the administration that the students don’t
really care what’s going on."
W hat is the most im portant responsi
bility of the SGA vice-president? "The
most important responsibility o f the SGA
vice-president is the least defined. As a
member o f the SGA executive board, it’s up
to the vice-president help set policy, shape
the future o f the organization, duel effectivity in addressing the students needs and
concerns to the administration and try to get
the SGA to focus on issues and come up with
their own solutions.”
Additional comments: "Next year the
SGA will be provided with a unique oppor
tunity when a new VP fo r Student Affairs is
hired. With my experience, integrity and
dedication I know that I am the best quali
fied to help lead the SGA next year.”

On the Greek Council: “I think the
Greek Council needs more responsibility,
but they need to show that they can handle it.
The Greek Council should e\>entually have
the power to charter their own organiza
tions but they should not have full autonomy
from the SGA. The Greek Council can be a
valuable asset to the SGA if they are used
correctly. I believe they should have power,
but not be a separate entity from the SGA.”
On parking: "I still think the college
should build a parking garage. Parking
here is outrageous. You can never find a
spot, then you have to wait 15 minutes fo r a
bus. I’m very upset that they took lot 17away
from the students in Blanton Hall. I also
think freshmen should not be allowed to
park on campus.”
On construction: “I don ’t think the con
struction will benefit the students now, but I
believe it should be continued. The con
struction is an inconvenience, but I believe
it’s fo r the betterment o f the college."
On university status: "University sta
tus can be a positive thing or a negative
thing. I think if the college is going to be a
university, it should act like a university. I
think university status could be a positive
change because it would encourage more
professors and students to come here."
On alcohol policy: "There is a lot o f
hearsay about the alcohol policy on cam
pus, such as if this is an alcohol-free campus
can the administration hold a function and
serve alcohol. I see a problem with that. The
administration is saying that even i f a stu
dent is 21, they are not responsible enough
to have alcohol. I think it would be a positive
thing to have on campus but students must
show that they can handle the responsibil
ity."
On facility hours: “I think computers
should be put in the library and the hours o f

the library be extended so you can have both
the computer lab and the libraiy hours ex
tended at the same time. Students should
have access to facilities when they want it.
They’re the ones pay fo r an education so it's
their right.”
On $600,000in student fees: "TheSGA
offers many services on campus. I believe
the students need to be informed about them.
There needs to be more publicity on campus
about what is a available to the students.
The students should be informed directly. It
should be done by word o f mouth, whether it
be informing students or organizations, and
the news will spread."
How much power does the SGA have
on our campus? “The SGA has a lot o f
power and many possibilities. I f we go out
and push an issue by organizing the stu
dents, the administration has to listen to us.
I f the administration refuses to listen, the
students can protest it.”
W hat is the most im portant responsi
bility of the SGA vice-president? "Keep
ing order at SGA meetings, making sure
business at hand is dealt with according to
the rules. The VP also brings up bills fo r the
president to sign so they can become law.
Those are the primary functions. The VP
must also be open to students. Students must
feel they can talk to the VP and there are
times when the VP must remain very objec
tive.”
Additional comments: “A lot o f people
bring into question my experience. What
I'm taking with me into this position is all my
experience from the previous college I at
tended, Wesley in West Virginia. I was very
active there a n d l’m bringing all that knowl
edge, alt that I learned there, to MSC."
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“Do you think that this college should adopt the pro
posed alcohol policy (published in the April 8th or
9th issue of The Montclarion) for the re-instatement
of alcohol service in the Rathskellar?”*
Montclair State College Proposed Alcohol Policy For The Cam pus Community
As o f January 1, 1983 New Jersey State Law prohibits the sale, possession, or consumption o f alcohol by individuals under 21 years o f age. M ont
clair State College is a public institution, and is governed by Federal, State, and local laws and college regulations.
College guidelines for the legal consumption, sale and possession o f alcohol on the campus are intended to acknowledge the rights o f the individual
while maintaining the best possible learning environment. Thus, the following alcohol policy is in effect:
1. Montclair State College security officials will work at and oversee the proofing station where alcohol is served. Incoming students will
approach the proofing, and will be required upon request o f the proofing officer(s) to provide two forms o f identification, a Montclair State
College I.D. card, and cither a driver’s license, passport, or birth certificate. At the station, the proofing officer will have a computer
printout containing the following information provided by the Registrar’s Office: every Montclair State students’ name, Social Security
Number, and birth date. All students with acceptable I.D. must be verified by this computer printout. This is a current list that is printed
monthly. Once this procedure is completed, a wristband will be directly strappedhy the proofing officer onto individuals proven to be 21
years o f age.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

15.

Non-M SC students will also be required to provide two forms o f identification, (one being a driver’s license, passport, or birth certificate),
including one being a photograph. N on-M SC students will not be admitted without a MSC host, unless that person is an employee o f the
college, who is present with that guest upon entrance into the Rathskellar. All person(s) entering the facilities during the hours o f operation
will be documented in a manner consistent with the sign-in procedures outlined in the Student Activities Weekend Party Policy.
The proofing policy o f the Rathskellar will be displayed in a conspicuous location o f the proofing area.
Non-alcoholic beverages must be served whenever any alcohol is served, and must be displayed as openly as the alcoholic beverages. Food
must be served in adequate amounts when alcoholic beverages are being sold or served.
Under no circumstances may anyone bring their own alcohol to the Rathskellar.
Hours o f operation for the Rathskellar at MSC shall include: Thursday through Saturday, 9pm - 2am. N o alcohol is to be available
during the last half hour (last call is at 1:30am). These operations shall be managed by an employee o f Montclair State College.
The bar area will be separated from the general party area by a rope. Consumption o f alcoholic beverages must take place within this area.
A MSC Security Officer, with the help o f the bartenders, will monitor the area to ensure proper procedure.
It is strictly prohibited for anyone to carry open containers o f alcohol outside o f the “roped-off’ bar area.
Employees: Person checking I.D.s shall not be a student (undergraduate nor graduate, part-time nor full-time) at MSC. Rathskellar
bartenders can be, but are not limited to, Montclair State students. The bartenders will serve only individuals wearing wristbands and may
request additional proof if they deem necessary. The bartenders reserve the right to deny serving anyone whom the bartenders feel has had
too much too drink.
Public intoxication/drunkenness is not an acceptable behavior for anyone on campus.
Institutionally-approved security or police personnel shall be present during Rathskellar Pub operation hours.
Students who are in violation o f any o f the aforementioned policies and/or students found disrupting the atmosphere o f the Rathskellar (i.e.
fighting), will be subject to the following consequences:
First violation - banned from the Rathskellar Pub for four academic weeks.
Second violation - banned from the Rathskellar Pub for two academic months.
Third violation —banned from the Rathskellar Pub for one full academic year.
At this time, the student will m e iwith the Dean o f Students to discuss any further consequences.
Ail violations o f this policy will be documented by the manager o f the Rathskellar.
Residence H alls - N o alcohol will be permitted in any o f the residence halls, including residents’ rooms and common areas such as lounges
and recreation rooms. Violations by guests o f residents will affect the host/hostess as if the host/hostess committed the violation.
Clove R o a d A partm ents - Alcohol possession and consumption for Clove Road residents is permitted for those who are o f legal drinking
age in accordance with the New Jersey State law and only inside the apartments. N o deliveries o f alcohol (including kegs) are permitted to
the Clove Road apartment complex.
Purchasing O f Alcoholic Beverages B y M inors - selected state laws Code o f Criminal Justice 2C:33-15:
a. Any person under the legal age to purchase alcoholic beverages who knowingly possesses without legal authority or who knowingly
consumes any alcoholic beverage in any school, public conveyance, public place, or place o f public assembly or motor vehicle is
guilty o f a disorderly persons offense and shall be fined not less than $100.00.
b. Whenever this offense is committed in a motor vehicle, the court may, in addition to the sentence authorized for the offense,
suspend or postpone for up to 30 days the driving privilege o f the defendant.
c. In addition to the general penalty prescribed for a disorderly persons offense, the court may require any person who violates the act
to participate in an alcohol education or treatment program, authorized by the Department o f Health, for a period o f confinement
prescribed by law for the offense for which the individual has been convicted.
d. Nothing in this act shall apply to possession o f alcoholic beverages by any such person while actually engaged in the performance o f
employment pursuant to an employment permit issued by the Director o f Alcoholic Beverage Control, or for a bonafide hotel or
restaurant, in accordance with the provision o f 12.5. 33:1-26.
These rules apply to all members o f the Montclair State Community and their guests.
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* This proposed referendum question and policy are subject to the approval o f the SGA Legislature for inclusion in this year’s ballot.
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“ B o y G a r y ” f r o m H o w a r d S te r n S h o w v is its
M S C , s p e a k s to 1 0 0 s tu d e n ts in e th ic s c la s s
by Al lannazone
Baba-Booey! Baba-Booey! Approximately 100 stu
dents got a behind the scenes look at The Howard Stem
Show, yesterday, when Gary “Baba-Booey” Dell’Abate
spoke at Sara Lee Kessler’s Broadcasting Ethics class. John
Melendez, better known as “Stuttering John,” or "The
Roving Reporter from Hell” was also supposed to speak but
was caught in traffic.
Dell ’Abate, segment producer on both Stem ’s radio and
television shows, talked about everything from how The
Howard Stem Show chooses its Snapple spokesmodels, to
his feelings on whether the shows are offensive.
“I don’t find it offensive, but I guess there are those who
do,” lie said. “I mean, I’m not ableeding heart liberal. Ifyou
don’t like what you see, don’t watch it. You can change the
radio or T V dial.”
Stem ’s television show, seen Saturday nights from
11:00 p.m. to midnight on WWOR, Ch.9, is the station’s
highest rated television show. According to Kessler, an
anchorperson on WWOR’s 10:00 p.m. news, The Howard
Stem Show is seen in 540,000 households in the New York
market.
One of the most popular parts of the show is when the
voluptuous Snapple spokesmodels appear on the set in
bikinis. Stem kisses their legs or makes them jog in place.
Dell’Abate said a woman does the luring fof the models.
“Actually, a woman named Karen is the person who
interviews the spokesmodels,” he said. “[When choosing
them! we just check who’s dancing in town this week.”
Dell’Abate wore a black bowling shirt with “BabaBooey” embroidered on the front and The Howard Stem
Show emblem on the back. In the past he has had to tell
many people how he earned that nickname, and today would
be no different.

“I collect animation art,” he said. “One day, on the air,
I was talking about Quick Draw McGraw and his assistant
Baba-Luey. I accidentally said, ‘Baba-Booey.’”
Stem ’s radio show is heard locally from 5:30 a.m. to
10:30 a.m. on K-Rock 92.3 FM, WXRK, he is also heard in
Philadelphia, Washington and Los Angeles. Stem’s show
is rated number one everywhere but L.A. Dell’Abate said
they’ll be first there also.
“W e’ve climbed from 23rd to 13th to eighth,” he said.
“W e’re still climbing.”
If Stem ’s show becomes first in L.A., they will be
holding a funeral for Mark and Bryan, the current top rated
show’s Disc jockeys. This is what Stem and company did
when his show became first in Philadelphia. They held a
rally in Philly, outside the window of 93.3 FM WMMR and
buried DJ John Di Bella. .
“We got a horse and buggy and a coffin and held a rally
right outside the building,” Dell’Abate said. “I heard our
rally was bleeding through on the air.”
Stem and his counterparts have often been called offen
sive and unethical, but neither Kessler nor Dell’Abate feel
it’s true.
“I believe Howard is ethical in his own way,” Kessler
said. “He offends short people, fatpeople, homeless people,...
He’s an equal opportunity offender.”
Dell’Abate said, “Our broadcasting ethics do not begin
and end with money, they begin and end with what we think
is funny.”
According to Kessler, the outrageous skits that the
Jackie Martling and Fred Norris write are approved by the
WWOR’s attorney.
“Jackie and Fred go to the attorney and tell him what
they want to do,” she said. “He asks them, ‘How do you
propose to execute this concept?’ and then he says “It may
not be tasteful but I’m not personally offended.’”
Dell’Abate graduated from Adelphi University with a

Gary Dell’Abate spoke In front of Sara Lee
Kessler’s Broadcasting ethics class Wednesday.
major in communications. He’s been working for Stem
since 1984 and is often the butt of many of his jokes.
Dell’Abate says that’s only for the audience.
“He may get mad at me in front of the camera or on the
radio, but I can’t think of any instances when Howard was
mad at me off the air,” he said.
Stuttering John arrived when the class ended. He had
just gotten back from the Bahamas and his flight landed in
JFK airport. He said the traffic from JFK to here was
incredible. He apologized for missing the class but said he
would be back later in the semester.

C O M IC B O O K S & M O H R
p re s e n ts
A New and Exciting W ay to Mail Order.
W e at Comic Books & Mohr give 20%-30% off back
issues and we give 5% off new issues. W e also give
colleae students an additional discount. Ask for
details. W e carry a wide variety of merchandise.
Marvel, DC Independent Comics, as well as TSR,
D&D Gametrv, Model Kits and Vinyl Model Kits.
Every comic shipped out is guaranteed to be bagged
and boarded.
*And to be at your door 2-8 days after placing order
or it's half price.* m/E a l s o b u v c o l l e c t i o n
Send name
& address to
C O M IC BO O KS
& M OHR
12 25 C e d ar Street
Boonton N J 0 7 0 0 5
Suite 14
O RCAU
201 -3 16 4 )7 69
M onday-Saturday 9-9
Sunday 12-6
*N o additional shipping Fees
‘ Providing supplies or com ics are
in stock, m odels, b ags, boards, etc.

C O M IC B O O K S &
M O H R COUPON

We now carry Ultraman
and Ultraman
accessories

CAN T STAND
THE HEAT?
Get into a classroom
this Summer at

P a s s a ic County
Com m unity C o lleg e
From Accounting and Microcomputer Software to Philosophy and Sociology,
Passaic County.Community College is ready for you this summer Why not take
a class or two at P C C C s Summer Session? Starting June 15th, P C C C will otter
a variety of affordable ($54.50 per credit) courses af two convenient (air con
ditioned) locations. So whether you're interested in getting afiead in your pro
gram or catching up, consider P C C C . For a schedule of summer classes
mail the coupon below or call (201) 684-6868.
Th is summer earn more than minimum wage at your summer job - earn
credits at PC CC!
PASSAIC COUNTY COMMUNITY C O LLEG E
C O LLEG E BOULEVARD, PATERSON. N J 07509 • (201) 684-6868

Name

_________________________________________ ____

Address_________________ _____________

Phone___________________
Social Security f _________
College currently attending.

G o o d for one free delivery
anywhere in ihe USA. W e
guarantee that no one will
beat our prices.
Coupon good for purchase
>f TSR, Model Kits, Com ic
Books, etc.
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T h e G l o h al E d u c a t i o n C e n t e r
O ffice o f the President, M ontclair State

Place

Time

« y r

9am ~ 12pm
5pm -9p m
5pm - 9pm
9am - 3pm
5pm - 9pm
9am -3p m

Partridge Hall
Blanton Hall
Partridge Hall
Student Center
Blanton Hall
Student Center

T h e D e p a r t m e n t of E c o n o m i c s & F i n a n c e
School o f Business, M ontclair State

ERAF
Cantar For Economic Haaaarch on Africa

School o f B usiness, M ontclair State

present

Privatization Strategies
in Africa
An International Conference with Panel Presentations by:
P a u l B a lla r d , Head
Industry and Energy Division
Africa Technical Department
The World Bank, Washington, D.C.

M a g a t t e D io p , Vice-President

Ellen J o h n s o n - S iH e a f

International Financial Group
Central and West Africa
Citibank West Africa, Dakar, Senegal

Vice-President
Equateur Advisory Services
Equateur Bank
Washington, D.C.
B e lh a d j M e r g h o u b , Director
S a m E. O m o r u y i, Chief Research Officer
Washington Office
Central Bank of Nigeria
African Development Bank
Lagos, Nigeria
Abidjan, Cote d"lvoire and Washington, D.C.

Keynote Address by: C h a r les K o n a n B a n n y , Governor General, West Africa Central Bank (BCEAO), Dakar, Senegal
Registration in Russ Hall
Economics Department, Room 206
Registration Deadline: A pril 25

Conference and Luncheon Fee:
$ 1 3 .0 0 with valid M ontclair State ID
Payment to M ontclair State

Monday, May 4, 1992
Kops Lounge, Russ Hall
8 :o 0 a .m . - 3 :0 0 p.m .

T h is advertisem ent has b een sponsored by th e Econom ics S ociety o f M ontclair State, a Class II Organization o f the SGA

4-9 THURSDAY- Art forum lecture: Sculptor and musician Terry Adkins. Free. 3-5 p.m. Calcia Auditorium.
- Board of Trustees meeting. Free. 4:30 p.m. Student Center 419.

4-13 MONDAY - Lecture/seminar series: Robert Hazan, Robinson Professor of earth science at George Mason
University and research scientist at Carnegie Institution of Washington's Geophysical Laboratory
on "Science Literacy." Free. 3-4 p.m. Richardson Hall 114.
>
- Speaker: Dennis Trites, vice president of Georgio Armani. Free. 5 p.m. Student Center 417. 4 m

4-13 TUESDAY - Seminar: Choosing a major. Free. 2-3 p.m. Student Center Annex 106.
4-15 WEDNESDAY- Seminar: Resume writing. Free. 1:30-3 p.m. Student Center Annex 417.

4-9 THURSDAY - Black Maria film and video festival. Free. 8 p.m. Calcia Auditorium.
- “Lunatics, Lovers and Poets: Scenes from Shakespeare’s Greatest Hits.” Tickets: $4
standard; $3 senior citizens; $2 students. 8 p.m. through Saturday, 4-11. Studio Theatre.

4-15 WEDNESDAY - Theatreworks USA: “The Velveteen Rabbit.” 10:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. Memorial
Auditorium. Call (212) 420-8202 for tickets.

4-10 FRIDAY - Chamber ensemble: Preview of Weill Hall Concert on 4-12. Free. Noon
McEachem Recital Hall.
4-11 SATURDAY- Presentation: “Spectrum: The Life of Christ.” Tickets: $10; $12 at the door.
7:30 p.m. Memorial Auditorium. Free. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. McEachem Recital Hall. Call 893-5122
4-14 TUESDAY - Concert: MSC choir conducted by James Wilson. Free. 8 p.m.McEachem Recital Hall
4-15 WEDNESDAY - Student recital. Free. Noon. Student Center ballrooms.

4-9 THURSDAY - International fair. Free. 9 a.m.-2 p.m. Student Center Ballroom C.
4-14 TUESDAY - Lenten Mass. 12:15-12:40 p.m. Student Center 418.
4-16 THURSDAY - Campus Clean-Up Day.

TUESDAY: Spanish club meeting. Noon. Student Center 402.
Tae Kwon Do team meeting. 7:30-9:00 p.m. Panzer Gym wrestling room.
WEDNESDAY: Union for Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Concerns meeting. 4-5:30 p.m. Calcia Fine Arts Building 209
Montclarion general membership meeting. 6 p.m. Student Center Annex 113.
Tae Kwon Do team meeting. See above.
THURSDAY: Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship meeting. 7:30 p.m. Student Center 411.
Spanish club meeting. 10 a.m. See above.
SUNDAY: Mass. 11 a.m. Russ Hall, Kops Lounge. 7 p.m. Newman Center, Dioguardi Room.
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EARTH WEEK *92
Monday, April 20:
11:00 am - E co lo g y F lag R a isin g C erem o n y
10:00-2 pm - A d op t-A -T ree in S tu d en t C en ter IVfall
1 pm - C o n serv a tio n C lub d on ates 2 C h erry B lo sso m
Trees to IVXSC
11 a m - 2 p m - L e c tu r e s in S tu d e n t C e n te r lYlall

W ed n esd a y , A p r il 22:

P r itl

F u n d r a is i n g r a f f le s f o r N J C le a n O c e a n A c t io n
N a t u r e C o n s e r v a n c y & S a v e A m e r i c a ’s F o r e s t s

Thursday, April 23:
"

B la n t o n H a l l Q u a d

9 am - 3 pm - L iv e E n terta in m en t
E n v iro n m en ta l G rou p s
E n v ir o n m e n ta lly F rien d ly V endors

o
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L
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in th e R A T T a t 9:00 p m
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S P R IN G W E E K ' 9 2
" T o o

M onday

S e x y

F o r M

W ed n esd ay
1

T h u rsd a y
....... s S l .
«ftS.V?'

£§3^ S-

■n

•-

C la s s e s "

' 6 0 s R o ck Lecture:
B a r r y D ra k e

8pm

Ballrooms
A&B

Free

T h e G r e a t C o lle g e
D rive-In : "H ot Sno ts"
& "Point B re a k "

8pm

Lot #28

$5 per car

S P R IN G D A Y w ith
b a n d : "Bum s In T h e
P ark"

10am - 4pm

Lot #17

Free

LIP S Y N C C o n te st

Ballrooms $1 Students
Non-Stud.
A&B
Free
6pm - 12am
Lot #28
Free
12pm - 6pm Stud. Ctr. Patio
&Ballrooms

m

T u esd ay

y

C A R N IV A L B e g in s
" H a w a iia n Luau"

sponsoredbyWMSC

C A R N IV A L - " P a rty
A n im a ls '7

8pm

$2

6pm - 12am

Lot #28

Free

sponsoredby
ClassOneConcerts

\

S a tu rd a y

C A R N IV A L C a m p u s
Bands

sponsoredbyClass12pm OneConcerts

THE ZO O STORY
April 20 - 23 Room 126 in the Student Center Annex
Sposored by Players

V

12am

Lot #28

P layer S

EARTH DAY
April 23 Lot #17 and the Student Center Quad
Sponsored by Conservation Club

LATINISIMO
April 22
Sponsored by Latin American Student Organization

y. i*•*?«?A

V ; --------- ‘V

CLUB, WMSC, Class One Conceits, Players, Conseiyation Club, and LAS O are Class I organizations of the

Free
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S G A M EETIN G
W E D ., APRIL 8th
4 :0 0 p .m . SC RO O M 411-3
SPEC IFIC A TIO N S FO R
S G A A D V ER TIS IN G , APRIL 9th
O R G A N IZ A TIO N S FO R REV IEW :
• C lass O ne Concerts
• Student Intram ural
Leisure Council (SILC)
• O rg an izatio n of Students
for A frica n Unity (O SA U )

conservation dub

APPRO PRIA TIO N M EETIN G DATE
APRIL 1 3, 1992
S G A M EETIN G DATE
APRIL 1 5 , 1 9 9 2

college life union board (CLUB)

;

latin omericon student organization (USO)
' '.H i'' ' '

,' ^ - cc ^

f§ H ,

•.'■■S R P '

•••• *

[ li, liO ANOTREtONSERVHTlONCLUB ARERLE [LASS 10RGRNIZRTIDN5RETHE 160, INC. • THE TEI! ISYOURITOOENTGOVERNMENT

The 18th Annuhl Recounting Symposium
W ednesday, A pril 22, 1992 a t 6:30 p.m .
The Robin Hood I n n

•

1129 Valley Road

•

Clifton, N ew J e r s e y

SPEAKER:j ames Hannon, C.P.A.
JOPIC: A Metamorphosis in the Accounting Profession
$15 student tickets are available in the Accounting Resource Lab in
Morehead Hall and throughAccounting Society members.
($15 includes dinner)
The Accounting Society is a Class II Organization of the SGA

CAMPUS LIFE
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Literacy champion visits Sprague Library
by George Olschewskl
In today's society, illiteracy is an ever
p resen t problem that is largely not
recognized. As part of its celebration of
National Library Week, the Harry Sprague
Library featured Curtis Aikens, a “family
mem ber” of A B C ’s The Home Show,
columnist and author to speak about the
problem of illiteracy.
Aikens, illiterate himself until age 26,
attributed his illiteracy back to his first and
second grade teachers. “I didn’t get the
foundation I needed,” he said. When schools
began to desegregate in his hometown of
Conyers, Georgia, he chose to go to an allwhite school. “There was a girl there who
was just so bright, and I wanted to go to the
same school she went to, figuring whatever
she learned I would.” When he got there, he
said, he felt there was something missing,
but he didn’t know what. But when his third
grade teacher told his parents he was behind
in his reading skills, he took it as an insult.
“It was like she was saying I was dumb. I felt
that I was shamed by her, and I told myself
I would never feel that way again. That’s
when I began to cover up my problem."
Aikens would disguise his inability to
read by fooling his friends and teachers. He
said, “I was good at remembering things,
and I was a nice guy. I decided to put the two
to work.
“In grammar school, we would have a
reading circle. I would always sit at one side,
and by the time they were finished reading,
they hadn’t reached me. Then we would
have an open discussion about the book. I
was the one who led the discussion,” he said,
laughing.
By the time he hit junior high school, it
was a cakewalk. “I became so good at it. I

had really bad handwriting, and on tests, my
teachers would come up and ask me, ‘What
did you say here?’ Then, I would answer
verbally.”
“My teachers thought I was lazy,” he
added. “They knew I could do the work, but
I was getting C’s and D ’s.” He kept up the
illusion through highschool, got his diploma,
and entered the University of Georgia in
1980. But how can you get into a college and
not know how to read?
“I got in on a football scholarship. SAT’s
were a joke. I could play football, so there
I ’m in. Plus you get, what, 500 points just for
sitting down? I guessed at the answers,”
Aikens said. About halfway through the
semester, he decided that he really should
leam to read, but when he approached his
counselor about it, he got “slapped in the
face” by the counselor. He left college, right
after coming close to solving his problem,
but was embarrassed, ashamed and scared—
and decided to run from his problem.
He decided to move to California, and
got a job in a grocery store to support himself.
Grocery was familiar to him because he
worked in one at home in Georgia. How
does one get a job without knowing how to
read? “I would have other people fill out my
applications for me, saying I was busy, can
you do this for me real quick? And as far as
the grocery job went, everything there is
color-coded. The creamy Jif peanut butter
has a green cap. Chunky has a red one. The
whole milk has a red cap. The skim has
yellow; the one percent has a purple one. It
was easy to fool people.” Plus, everyone he
worked with liked him, with the exception
of one manager. At one point, tensions
mounted between the two; they had an

exchange of words and Aikens was fired.
Eventually, he would start his own produce
company and was earning a comfortable
living. He dictated letters and his bookkeeper
“read” for him, along with his attorney. His
clients liked him and were honest with him,
to the point where they were doing all the
paperwork for him. However, he came again

His tutors taught him how to read using
the LoBach method, which concentrates on
phonics. “I knew the alphabet, but I didn’t
know the grammar or anything,” he said.
However, six months after he began the
program, he was able to read. “I needed to
fill the gaps,” he said.
Aikens has placed all his produce

c
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o
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Curtis Aikens talks to his audience about how he overcame Illiteracy at
Sprague Library on Wednesday night.
to the point where he could fool people for
just so long. He had to leam to read in order
to survive, the business began to go under
and again, he chose to run from his problem.
Aikens was faced with a problem, not
just illiteracy, but how to overcome the
shame and embarrassment that goes with it.
He saw a commercial on television (“That’s
why I ’m not anti-television,” he added) for
an illiteracy program with an 800 number1-800-228-READ. He recalls going crazy
for half an hour figuring out the numbers
that correspond to the letters, and when he
did, he called them. The program was
sponsored by the Marin County Library.

experience from California plus his family
life into a book, The Greengrocer’s Guide to
the Harvest. “It’s wonderful. A few years
ago I couldn’t read a book. Now, I ’ve written
one." He also writes a columnfor the Georgia
newspaper The Rockdale Citizen, "Fresh
and Sweet,” and is working on two other
books- a cookbook and another book on
illiteracy. The proceeds for Greengrocer's
Guide and the illiteracy book will go to
illiteracy aid programs. “I am deeply in my
two tutors' debt, Jeni Hartman and Steve
Seybold. They opened the world up to me,
and the debt I owe them I can never repay.”

P U S : The C o m m u n i t y S p e a k s
H a v e y o u ev er b een a v ic tim o f a
sca m ?
Yes, with the magazines on campus. I'm
so stupid.

Natalee Vaccaro
Freshman, fine arts

\

- Yes. A girl went to tell her roomift^te .
that I tried to go out with her, but it wasn't
anything like that.

Gerald Jean-Louis
Freshman, communication

Yes. Someone stole money out of my
pocketbook and sunglasses out of my
knapsack outside the ballrooms at the
Student Center.
Jill Liggio
Senior, marketing
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THINGS TO REMEMBER:
1. SGA Elections
April 11-15, 1992
2. Bring a Pencil
3. Write in your vote

Andrea
Nem eth
for
SGA
Executive Secretary

Thursday, April 9, 1992

NOW

A v a il a b l e
fo r
Ma cin to sh

T he most po w er fu l &
POPULAR S P R E A D S H E E T PROGRAM,

Lo t u s 1-2-3 . . . It ’s pu r e Mac in to sh !
* Powerful, graphical, easy-to-use
* rue 3-Ó worksheet capabilities
» *.d" text, data or formulas in cell
* Heacs, writes Microsoft® Excel files
» Induces Adobe Type Manager® and 13 fonts

• Supports System 7
Pull file, formatting, macro and keystroke
compatibility w ith all 1-2-3 versions
• Requires any Macintosh computer. 2 MB
RAM (System 6> or 3 MB RAM -System 7)

Sale ends April 30
The College Store

S E N IO R

P a rty C ru is e

April 10,1992
9 pm - 12am
Circle Line, Pier 83, N YC

R E F L E C T IO N S
At the
M a y 8 ,1 9 9 2
8p m - 1am
$40 p e r p erso n

Tickets on sale:

$10 per person
3 bus tickets available
Both events are sponsored by the Senior Committee o f the

April 20 - M ay 5
Student Center Ticket Booth
R o o m r a t e s a v a ila b le , (reserve in
advance)
B u s tic k e ts m a y b e p u r c h a s e d .

not
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oteworthys A fu n d a y
Jew ish Fam ily Services of
N orthern M id d lesex County
presents a d a y of discussion
and w orkshops on Jew ish G a y
Concerns. O n Sunday, M ay
1 7, JFS presents "H ealing Fam 
ily-Bridg ing Com m unity" for
Jew ish G a y s , Lesbians, their
fam ily and friends. The pro
gram is scheduled from 1 2:30 5 :3 0 p.m at Temple Em anu-el,
100 Jam es Street in Edison.
For inform ation, call (9 0 8 )
7 3 8 -5 2 2 5 .

*2
Bendall International C u l
tu ral E xch a n g e is o fferin g
A m erican college students the
opportunity to leg ally attend a
French university during one
academ ic y e a r for French lan
guage and culture. The course
is 15 hours p er w eek plus lan 
guage laboratory. Q ualifyin g
students w ill p a y a program
fee of $ 9 ,7 0 0 . For inform a
tion, contact Bendall Interna
tional a t (2 1 6 ) 2 3 8 -3 7 1 1 .

Bijte s and Pieces!

w ith A lp h a
K a p p a P si

A Bi-weekly Column for the Computer
Illiterate and Sem i-illiterate

By J o s e p h . F r a n c i s c a n e

Many computer jobs are available

by John Olchlogrosso
On Sunday, March 29, Alpha Kappa Psi
visited the St. Peter’s B oys’ Home in
Denville, sharing fun and laughs with eight
enthusiastic and energetic boys.
Smiles were everywhere as the boys,
ages eight to 14, played basketball, softball
and kickball with their new “big-brothers,”
taking advantage of one of the most beautiful
days of the year. Service com m ittee
chairpeople John Occh and Josephine
Ciappiana were pleased with the day’s
events. “These are great kids,” Occh said.

“We came here to brighten
these kids’ lives, but I can
safely say the brothers got at
least as much out o f it as the
boys d id "
“We came here to brighten these kids’ lives,
but I can safely say the brothers got at least
as much out of it as the boys did.”
St. Peter’s, a home for boys taken from
their family by the court system, provides a
vital service formany boys, and Alpha Kappa
Psi plans on helping in any way possible.
“This definitely isn’t our last visit,” said
Ciappiana.
As well as further activities with St.
Peter’s, Alpha Kappa Psi is also planning a
trip to the Holly Center in Hackensack on
Saturday, April 25. The Holly Center is a
service similar to that of St. Peter’s.

Hi
,,;Vv,:i,.....
d Tau Phi Beta mixer

:>

As a student of the School of Business

: Administration at MSC, Ihave been fortu

creasingly more aware of efficiently servic
ing the machines that they sell. Schools such
as MSC employ technical people and many
large corporations employ technical people
in their Management Information Systems
or Office Systems departments.
Still, more jobs are available in the
software support fields, helping endusers
utilize the tools at their disposal more
efficiently. Even large retail computer
stores offer classes that people can take to
learn how to use the machine that they
have purchased. Teachers, of course, have
benefitted as well. There are many oppor
tunities available to those who can teach
any of the skills necessary to succeed in
the world of computers.
As a student of Dr, Flanigan, I have
been fortunate to have experienced first
hand the plethora of jobs available in the
dynamic world of computers. I have also
been able to witness the commitment that
Dr. Rossetti has made to continue to im
prove the computer facilities in the SB A
at MSC.

nate enough to work closely with many of
the fine faculty here. While I have been
able to develop a number of strong stu
dent-teacher relationships, there art two
educators who have made my stay here at
MSC both challenging and interesting.
The first person, Dr. Eleanor Flanigan,
newly promoted assistant professor in the
BEOSA Department, has served as a men
tor to me. Dr. Flanigan’s high standards
and corporate experience have taught me
more about professionalism than any book
ever could have.
The second person, Albert Rossetti,
dean of the School of Business Adminis
tration, has also served as an exemplary
role model, His hard work anddetermina»
non are two of the best reasons to become
an SB A student.
Without either of these people, I would
not be nearly as prepared for the real world
as I am now.
There are a variety of jobs that are
computer-related insociety today.Exclud
ing jobs in programming and sales, there
are several fields in which computer skills
can get you hired.
Joesph Franciscone is employedby/BM
: Technical support people are always in
demand. Whether its Apple, IBM, Dell or and Morehead Computer Lab. He is also
Compaq, manufacturers are becoming in president o f the ASTD.

handing out Easter baskets to the elderly of Bloomfield.
Donations are accepted. Contact Danetta, X4517; Erikka,
X4617; Crystal, X5513; Paulette, X4712 and Carla, X4549.

4/10-4/20
mixer with Alpha Sigma Phi at

sponsoring

$oter registration along with its Gamma Omicron Zeta
Sfrftv-

■\\
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Graduate Chapter in the residence halls and Student Center.
Phi Beta will haveca party In the Student deittef

5/27 Delta Xi Qelta ^ijl feeintending circus benefit for the
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Gay Mens’Health Crisis Center. Donation of $220.00 for
AIDS research..
F u n d r a is in g

ilta Epsilon Chi- 29th annual
p.m. in the Student Center ballrooms. Tickets- $5 students. S7
' • ./ .?

is selling M & M’s. Help get rid of them! Buy a big box for
a buck.

%i s'V/a

ä book drive for the Chil
a clothes drive.

Boxe^will be available in t h ^ S ig g *

Boxes

S ti :

4/11 ZeiP
Easter party for the cl
Isaiajh House in East Orange.
Sigma Gamma Rho wij

E p $ q $ g & -is sponsorgg a
•

Compiled by
Jennifer Fender

• f ji

'
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fashionihow at 7 p.m.; i | |

:

••lx

AMAetic
Delta CM is open fok challenges in both
:'
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• -31 IIII ä I

football hnd ultimate frisbee. Call 893-5071.
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___ Project#1_____

Put your car in our Hands

m

C

a m

p u s

t s e a u i m

t u o ^ o u l h i n k ^ h e ^ G

<&>

A

s ^ u i d

dedicate funds toward
physical improvement ot
IAmpitheatre?*

D E T A IL irS

»

PRO FESSIO N A L DETAILING SYSTEMS

LET US MAKE YOUR
VEHICLE SHINE FOR YOU...
hn§ h d e a n d

own

Services include...
• WASHING
• WAXING
• TEFLON COATING
• ENGINE POWER WASHING
• COMPLETE INTERIOR SERVICING
AUTOMOBILES • VANS • PICKUP TRUCKS
LIMOUSINES • MOTORCYCLES • RVs • BOATS
FOR A FREE ESTIMATE CALL

OH BEEP US AT

(201) 759-4279

516-9684

V

o

APRIL 1 1 - 1 5
These proposed itferen&uhi questions are subject to the approval o f
the SGA Legislature fo r inclusion in the upcoming ballot.

APRII 15th
Room 111 SC
\n d i r e n e e d

cfi
more

new m em b ers

•XvXvXvX.v.

la

Ca mpa na

is

a
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I

of
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when you need it most
After you graduate.
calling from payphones easier and you don't have to re
place it when you move.
You'll also have the opportunity to save on AT&T
long distance calls with the AT&T R ea ch O u tmAm erica
Calling Plan.
Even our Moving A head newsletter can help. Be
sides being full of tips on things like managing your
money and job hunting, it includes chances to save
on the latest clothes, your favorite CDs and more.
Just call 1800 662-2610,
Ext. 3835 to join the AT&T
Moving A head Program.
And get a little extra
help after school.

Life doesn’t suddenly become
easy when you get out of college.
‘There are the challenges of
starting a career, getting settled in a new
apartm ent and doing it all within your budget.
So to help you out, we put together the
AT&T Moving A head Program.
When you sign up? we’ll send you a $5
AT&T Long D istance Certificate worth 35
minutes of AT&T long distance calling** And every time
you move and choose AT&T or switch from another long
distance company, you’ll get even more savings benefits.
Since you’ll probably be traveling more, you’ll also
get an AT&T Calling Card sent to you, free. It helps make

AT&T

•There are no enrollment tees. “ Based on an AT&T direct-dial, coast-to coast call made during the night/weekend time period within the continental U S
You may get more or less lor your certificate depending on when and where you call

W ED N ESD A Y

»

any PAID
library fine

225 Stuyvesant Ave.
Lyndhurst • 201-939-3435

FREE shcrt
any night.

WACKY
WEDNESDAY
PAY
ONE
NOBODY
PRICE
BEATS
OUR
PRICES!

FUNNELS
WELCOME
DRINK
DRAFT
•TIL
MIDNIGHT

TH U RSD A Y
M SC
It’s y o u r
n ig h t
to p a r ty a s
B e d ro c
225 Stuyvesant Ave.
presents:
Lyndhurst • 201-939-3435

MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE
LADIES NIGHT
ALL LONGNECKS $ 1 TIL 10 PM
$ 1 DRAFTS ALL NIGHT
$ 2 SHOTS ALL NIGHT
$ 4 PITCHERS ALL NIGHT
NO C O V E R C H A R G E &

jk - m

m
Nad

225 Stuyvesant Ave.
Lyndhurst • 201-939-3435

F R ID A Y

SATURDAY

T ra d e in
your old
ski-lift
tickets for
FREE drinks
a n y night.

T ra d e in an y
iS u sed b a r s h irt
'9
for a new
B edroc shirr !

COLLEGE PUB NIGHT
DRAFT BEER $1
ALL SHOTS $2
60 oz. PITCHERS $5

Presenting

Mi P R IC E F O R L A D I E S

JELLO SHOTS
$1 A LL NIGHT

NOBODY BEATS BEDROC

DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE

225 Stuyvesant Ave.
Lyndhurst • 201-939-3435

BEAT THE CLOCK
ALL NIGHT
78P M500
89P M$1
9 - 10 PM
$1.50
10 - 11 PM $2

ALL
DRAFT BEER
WELL
DRINKS
AND SHOTS

$1 SHOTS & DRAFTS
UNTIL 11 PM

N O COVER CHARGE

BEDROC IS RUN BY COLLEGE STUDENTS, FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS — WITH HIGHER EDUCATION IN MIND.

C O L L E G E I.D. R E Q U IR E D

O N E F R E E DR IN K

C O L L E G E I.D. R E Q U IR E D

O N E F R E E D R IN K

EDITORIAL
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Now all they have to do is bounce checks
We at The Montclarion would like to address our grave disappointment in the SGA over the non-resolution
o f the recent events involving the alleged improprieties o f two SGA Legislators.
A Judicial Ad Hoc Committee o f the SGA last week found Legislator Michael Costa guilty of abusing his
position and threatening the autonomy of The Montclarion. In spite of the recommendation o f the committee,
the general assembly o f the SGA decided not to take disciplinary action against Costa.
Furthermore, SGA President Anthony Susco has lambasted The Montclarion's calls for an official investi
gation of the role of David Blacker in the incident. Blacker resigned from the SGA before his involvement in
the incident could be investigated.
Susco, in his letter on the facing page, states that by resigning, “Blacker had conceded that he did not wish
to clarify this matter further through the judicial process.” Susco goes on to ask,”What more is to be re
solved?”
The truth o f the matter, Mr. President, that is what is to be resolved.
The fact is, amid the clamoring and name-calling that ensued following the charges, the truth has been
forgotten. Blacker’s potential involvement in the scandal is not being investigated because he chose not to
clarify the matter? That is absolutely inane. To leave the decision o f whether or not to investigate an accused
individual up to that very individual is the height of absurdity.
President Susco declares that Blacker’s future in the SGA is up to the students o f MSC to’decide. True. But
don’t those students deserve to be given enough information to make an informed decision? Isn’t it the respon
sibility o f the SGA to document any wrongdoing or abuses o f power by its members? By sidestepping an
investigation, Blacker has eluded any repercussions in the students’ opinions that might have resulted had he
been found guilty o f the charges levied against him.
President Susco does not believe this to be important. He characterizes The Montclarion’s call for an
official investigation as an act o f revenge. “What is to be gained [by an investigation]?” Susco asks.
The truth o f the matter, Mr. President, that is what is to be gained.
As SGA Attorney General Richard Kunze stated, “The fact that we convened [a judicial committee] at all
shows that we were willing to govern ourselves.”
The fact that no disciplinary action resulted from the judicial committee’s findings, however, shows that the
SGA is unwilling to discipline itself.
The fact that the matter is now closed, although the truth was never uncovered, shows that the SGA is not
particularly interested in the truth.
Despite the good intentions o f several legislators, the SGA failed to deliver; and to paraphrase President
Susco, the integrity o f a governing body, like pizza, is best measured by its delivery performance.
T h e M ontclarion strives for fairness and accuracy in its news coverage. We
offer you an open forum to air your views. Your opinions are important to us.

T h e M o n tc la rio n is published
weekly, except during examination,
summer ana winter sessions. It is
funded, in part, by funds received from
the Student Government Association,
Inc. o f Montclair State. Advertising
rates are available upon request, in
Room 113 of the Student Center A n 
nex, or by calling the business depart
m ent at (201) 893-5237. The
views expressed in the editorial pages,
with the exception of the main edito
rial, do not necessarily reflect the
opinion of The M ontclarion.

Drop off your ietters-to-the editor and/or corrections in our office. Or mail to;

The Montclarion
c/o Editorial Page Editor
Student Center Annex Rm. U 3
Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
Be sure to include your name, m ajor/title, and telephone num ber.
Unsigned letters will not be used. Letters may be edited for brevity. Write us
and share your views with the campus. We are here to serve you.
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S G A E lectio n s
The presidential race
Due to the fact that one o f the candidates
vying for the presidency o f the SGA is on the
editorial board o f The Montclarion, we have
decided not to endorse a candidate in this race.
To do so would be a conflict o f interest. The
official candidates for that race are, in alpha
betical order:
G eorge Calle
Joan Petrocelli
Gouri Sadhwani

The vice-presidential
race
The two contenders for the vice-presidency
are Arnaldo Cruz and Richard Kunze.
The Montclarion endorses Richard Kunze for
the position due mainly to his experience on the
SGA. Kunze is currently the Attorney General
o f the SGA and has had years o f experience
working in the student government.
Cruz is currently an SGA Legislator.
Although both candidates share many views,
Kunze's record qualifies him more strongly for
the position.

Each candidate has been extensively inter
viewed in this issue of The Montclarion.

Other offices
The candidates running for Treasurer, Secre
tary and Board o f Trustees Alternate are offi
cially running unopposed.
Obviously, it is unnecessary for The
Montclarion to endorse any o f these candidates.
They are as follows:
Robert Tranter for Treasurer
Janet Jaram illo for Secretary
Sal Anderton for Board o f Trustees
Alternate

R eferen d u m
Should MSC get wet?
M ontclair State College Proposed Alcohol Policy For The Cam pus Com m unity
Do yon think that this college should adopt the proposed alcohol policy fo r the re-instatement o f
alcohol service in Rathskellar?
Not allowing college students of legal age to consume alcohol on campus is ridiculous. Beyond
violating die basic rights o f mature adults to consume whatever beverage they deem appropriate,
the alcohol ban at MSC presents two very large problems.
Firstly, forcing students off-campus to congregate in the manner in which they choose seriously
.
dampens the already near-comatose campus life here at MSC.
More disturbing is the fact that students living on-campus end up being forced to drive to and
from area pubs causing a very real potential for tragedy.
College students drink. To avoid this fact is irresponsible and dangerous. We at The
Montclarion feel that the Rathskellar - nothing more than a neutered bar - should return to its role
as a fully functional pub.

L £ r r ¿ 7 ? ...

Little Caesar's Cheeser Cheeser
Four weeks ago, allegations of misconduct by two
legislators regarding an incident with this student newspapdf led to the establishment of an Ad Hoc Judicial
Committee within the SGA. Knowing that this commit
tee was to be constructed, one of the two alleged offend
ers resigned from his position.
By this action, David Blacker had conceded that he
did not wish to clarify this matter through the judicial
process. Instead, he decided that he would self-impose
the maximum penalty that could be levied upon himself
- dismissal.
Last week's main editorial of The Montclarion voiced
the objection that a full investigation into Blacker’s
it ívolvement was not conducted. Furthermore, The Mont
clarion claimed that this absence was an affront to
justice and an insult to the student body.
As a fellow student, I asked you what more is to be
resolved? Are we now expected to arrest Blacker so The

Montclarion can parade him through the headlines and
cry censorship? His future in the SGA is now for our
students to decide. Should he wish to petition to become
a legislator for the upcoming 1992-93 academic year, his
mandate must come from those students who sign his
petition. Should he wish to hold an Executive Board
position in the SGA, he must again appeal for your
approval. These are the requirements for office. Like his
resignation, or The Montclarion that reported it, they
cannot be altered or changed. Therefore, the request for an
investigation of Blacker is for nothing less than revenge.
What more does he have to lose? And what is to be gained?
Did this former legislator really possess so much unilat
eral power that the content of The Montclarion, or its
editors, was in jeopardy? I think not.Threats, like pizza,
are best measured by their delivery performance.
Anthony Vito Susco
SGA President

Should the SGA
beautify campus?
Campus Beautification Project #1
Do you think the SGA should dedicate funds
toward the improvement of the MSC Ampitheatre?
The M SC A m pitheatre is by far the m ost beauti
ful place on campus. Tucked aw ay behind a small
ring o f oak trees and parcelled off from the rest of
the cam pus due to the proliferation of chain-link
fences spawned by the adm inistration’s M aster
Plan, the am pitheatre should m ost certainly be
m aintained.
To have it m aintained by SGA funds which are
earm arked for student activities, however, is
ludricrous. The upkeep o f the physical structures o f
our cam pus is clearly the responsibility of the
adm inistration. W e, as students, pay an awful lot of
m oney to attend this institution. To pay for twice for
the m aintenance of our cam pus - once in tuition,
and again in student fees - is to be bam boozled.
W e at The M ontclarion feel that voting “yes” on
this referendum would set a dangerous precedent.
Next, student fees might be diverted to fill potholes
on the new $838,000 inaccessable access road.

Campus Beautification Project #2
Do you think that the SGA should dedicate funds
toward the expansion of outdoor posting areas,
such as the kiosk outside of Partridge Hall?
The outdoor posting areas are an excellent tool in
facilitating com m unication within our campus
com m unity. A lthough The M ontclarion opposes
student activity funds being siphoned o ff to support
m ajor m aintenance projects w hich are clearly the
responsibility of the adm inistration,we support this
referendum . W e feel it is a direct extension of
student activities and the financial burden should
not be an unduly taxing one for the SGA.
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Wait 'til he gets cable
Sometimes, I think that I hate too many things on this
planet. At other times, I believe that I hate too few. But if
there is one thing that I hate without reservation, it is the
television.
TV is America's number one drug. It destroys more lives
than any other. If the government is going to have any more
task forces, then one of them should concern itself with the
television.
Lately, I ’ve been turning on the tube only to find a
constant babble of useless and insipid information. Shows
like Emergency 911, which has no recreations of actual
events, but the actual disasters themselves, abound. Geraldo
Rivera’s creation of Now it can be Told, which vividly tells
every intimate detail about the life of people I will never
know, is another great example of the sorry state of Ameri
can television. Cops wraps it up by revealing just how far the
law can go, as well as how justified the police are to do so.
Such is the general programming of television today.
The people who watch Emergency 911 are the same
people who rubberneck while passing a fatal auto accident
on the highway. I don’t think that I need to see actual death

and disaster on my TV. Who wants to see this? Who really harassing cop? When those lights go on, your rights end. It
needs to be this informed? Is obscene curiosity really so seems that police can do anything under the guise of
probable cause. Even if you're walking home at night, a cop
popular?
Good ol' Geraldo seems to be the end product of this can stop you for looking suspicious. Don't people, as
debased curiosity. This guy has made a living out of being American citizens in American, have freedom guaranteed
a peeping Tom. Isn’t there a guaranteed right to privacy in to them? Don't they have the right to be where they want
America? What gives this guy the right to poke into the when they want? Where will tire power of the cops stop?
private nooks and crannies of people’s lives, no matter how Could it be that as long as this show and others like it tell
famous they may be. Does the National Enquirer make so people how cruel and unjust cops have to be to ensure that
justice gets served, we will never have justice? It looks to me
much money that it warranted a television take-off.
as if this show is
Back to Cops.
sponsoring the un
This show routinely
restricted empow
documentsepisodes
Freedom is being crucified on a hilltop,
ering of cops. Giv
of police harass
ing power to the
ment and cruelty. I
underneath the pow er o f a huge glowing screen.
few over the many.
relate more with the
Free speech is
supposed criminals
also a guaranteed
in that show then I
do with those who are supposed to protect and serve. Why right in this nation. These shows do have a right to play what
hasn’t some ambitious lawyer taken one of these cases to they want, when they want. I don’t have to watch it. I would
court? He would have the episode as evidence. It’s obvious not want these programs removed because o f any one man’s
that what is being shown is criminal actions by the police objections to them, but these shows tell me too much that is
force. Or am I just mistaken? Is what I’m seeing really painful to find out.
They tell me that Americans enjoy watching real people
justice and I just don’t know it?
Now, of course, I have an answer to my problem. I can get hurt. They tell me that Americans love gossip about
change the channel or turn off the set. But I don’t want to do strangers. They tell me that Americans believe acts of
that. I want to find out what America is thinking. And from cruelty to be noble because the criminal wears a badge. They
tell me that America is losing her freedom.
what I've seen, it's pretty scary.
TV is a drug that destroys. It corrupts and distorts the
Our TV audience is fascinated by rubbernecking and
peeping. They just can’t get their curious eyes off of useless, truth based on a flawed point of view. Programs like Cops
disgusting and invading programs. I feel as though I am reveal the decline of a nation founded upon freedom. Free
dom is being crucified on a hilltop, underneath the power of
surrounded by drooling idiots.
But Cops hits me over the head with a baton. How many a huge glowing screen.
times have you been pulled over by an obnoxious and

Tayler, made inquiries as to the tenure status of Mr. Segall
and Mr. LeClair. I am curious as to the purpose of aforesaid
tenure inquiries.
On April 3, Mr. LeClair and Mr. Segall withdrew their
bidding proposal to avoid any appearance of impropriety as
both principles are part-time Legal Studies faculty members
at MSC.
Incredulously, this incident continues. Mr. Schancupp
has counciled the SGA indicating that no bidding process is
required. In essence, he is the beneficiary of his council.
Yes, it does seem inherently indecorous for Mr. Schancupp
to be in a position to advise the SGA on an issue that directly
concerns Mr. Schancupp. Whether required to by law or not,
open and competitive bidding will only serve the best
interests of the students. Additionally, The Rules O f Profes
Spring ahead, fall behind. I wonder who is behind this
sional Conduct states at 1.7 (b.), “...a lawyer shall not
springing ahead nonsense. I mean, like nobody asked me.
represent a client if the representation of that client may be
The clock police just liberated an hour from my alarm clock.
materially limited...by the lawyer's own interests....”
This semester, Sunday is the only day of the week that I can
It only gets better. The New Jersey
sleep past six a.m. This arbitrary abrogation of my
—— — — —
Administrative Code Code of ethics; De
beauty rest seems quite improper, albeit for compartment of Higher Education 9:2-10.1
pletely selfish reasons.
(b.) 4 states “No officer or employee
...it does seem inherently indecorous fo r Mr.
“Improper, adj. not suitable for, or consistent
should act in his official capacity in any
with, the purpose or circumstances; ill-adapted;
Schancupp to be in a position to advise the SGA on an
matter wherein he has a direct or indirect
unfit."
issue
that
directly
concerns
Mr.
Schancupp.
Whether
personal financial interest that might rea
Impropriety is not necessarily limited to
sonably be expected to impair his objec
chronometrical constables. Consider this: Accord
required to by law or not, open and com petitive
tivity or independence of judgement.” As
ing to a leading weekly publication, George Peach,
bidding
will
only
serve
the
best
interests
o
f
the
students
a full time faculty member at MSC, Mr.
Missouri’s chief state prosecutor, recently en
Schancupp is clearly subject to the above
dorsed changes in city ordinances calling for man
ethical code.
datory incarceration of prostitutes, pimps and pa"Indecorous, adj. not decorous; lack
irons who are second offenders. Mr. Peach has
consistently crusaded against obscenity, pornography and also obtained a copy of Mr. O ’Connor’s letter, which he, in ing decorum, propriety, good taste, etc."
To avoid any appearance of impropriety, the SGA legal
prostitution throughout liis 15-year prosecutorial tenure. a subsequent letter to Mr. O ’Connor, claimed, “attacks my
Recently, Mr. Peach was arrested for patronizing a prosti professional integrity and competence.” Mr. Schancupp services contract should be opened up to competitive bid
tute.
went on to say, “Your letter is casting dispersions against ding and awarded to an attorney who is not, in any way,
“Improperly, n. the quality of being improper."
my character...,” and, “I am wary as to why your letter was connected with the college. To their credit, Messers. BaldwinApparently, the entire Missouri penal community hopes written at this time and am investigating this matter to my LeClair and Segall offered to help the SGA set up a Request
that Mr. Peach, an alleged potato chip fetishist, can't 'can’t fullest capability.” Interestingly, Mr. Schancupp’s reply to For Proposals gratis.
I have spoken with the following Spring Pageant prin
just eat one.' Appropriately enough, this week’s musical a letter not sent to him outworded Mr. O’Connor’s letter by
ciples who appear in first-name alphabetized order for
selection features the catchy “Love Me Two Times” and is a 2x1 margin.
featured on The Doors' Strange Days album. The inclusion
On March 25, two local attorneys, Avram Segall and absolutely no logical reason whatsoever: Arnold Schancupp,
of the Strange Days album was supposed to facilitate the Jack Baldwin-LeClair, sent a letter to Susco and all the SGA Avram Segall, Jack Baldwin-LeClair, Kevin O’Connor,
segue into the next paragraph. Notice, I chose the term members indicating their interest in bidding on the legal and Marilyn Tayler.
Although Tony Susco did return my telephone call, it
"supposed to." Although some strange things have occured services contract. Obviously, Mr. Schancupp was informed
on campus lately, they are not making this segue flow any of this correspondence also, and according to Dr. Marilyn was too late to meet this column's deadline.

Footnotes available
upon request

smoother.
Ostensibly, several students have complained about the
S tudent Government Association (hererinafter SGA) - spon
sored legal counseling services. As I am not privy to the
content of said complaints, I will not offer any speculation
as to the content of said complaints. For the last six years, the
SGA has awarded a no-bid contract for student legal coun
seling to Arnold Schancupp. Mr. Schancupp is also a full
time teaching professor within the Accounting, Law, and
Taxation department of MSC. The Fall 1992 Schedule of
Courses indicates that he teaches Legal Environment of
Business I and Legal Environment of Business III.
On March 18, Phi Alpha Delta Vice President, and allaround good guy, Kevin O ’Connor, sent a letter to SGA
President Anthony Susco questioning the lack of competi
tive bidding. I have a copy of that letter, which I interpret as
simply suggesting that the student community would surely
benefit from a competitive bidding process. Mr. Schancupp
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Half of the voters that can vote don’t. People die every
day so their children can vote, and we don’t take advantage
of our country’s own blessed right. The overwhelming
""
l
majority of our country has been beaten down into submis
sion, believing that one vote does not matter. The time is
now for reform. Jerry Brown will lead that reform. Our
country cannot afford to idly stand by and let the rest of the
world struggle for the right to vote and then catch up to our
current apathy. We must set an example of Democracy that
works so others dying for freedom will not die in vain.
one man.
It is also our duty to vote for the man who will institute
Before I go any further, I will take this time to let the proBush conservative readers halt their forthcoming barbs to change, big change. I can hear the white collar Reagan
realize that I am not, nor will I ever be pigeonholed into the wannabe’s right now - “W e’ve been doing fine, we’ll pull
one ideology of left-wing politics. This is not a spewing out of this recession, don’t panic.” Well, I agree, it is not
forth of my activist special interest, nor is it a chaotic anti time for panic. Panic breeds haste. It is time, however, for
establishment view based on nothing, but the will to protest. vision and movement. The old school politics, much like the
old school education, does not work today because it has
It is a voice of reason from a concerned American.
I do not agree with Mr. Brown on all points, nor do I been redundantly monitored by itself. We need someone
who has been there and someone that can step
back and lend his objectivity to this pressing
problem. Americans, open your eyes to the
In a sea o f pages constantly peppered
check-bouncing, limo-riding, perk-collecting,
with personal attacks levied by insecure
golf-clubbing, lip-reading, free-spending
atrocity we call government. What do you
people and/or organizations, / have finally
see?
witnessed a true voice-that ofJ.R. Paul
I see the gears of our future bolted down by
time and complacency. There is only one
capable man with a wrench - Jerry Brown.
If you believe anything other than what I ’ve stated,
profess that he is perfect, but I do advocate his election into
the White House. His cause is just that - a cause. Jesse please feel free to try and ink your way into our league of
Jackson said it best when he described Brown’s campaign justice. We Americans that care welcome all comers. Come
as a “crusade." This election is not about Clinton, Bush or prepared. Come ready to defend yourselves like we are
Perot, it is about exercising the right to be heard. We have ready to defend our country’s rich Democratic heritage. If
all witnessed the collapse of the two strongest symbols of you agree, let us know and join the fight; if you disagree,
old-world politics while we sat in our protected country and good luck and engage. By the way, if for some reason
blankly smiled as though in a trance. The Iron Curtain and beyond reason someone actually chooses to debate against
the Berlin Wall are both part of Mother Earth now, and the our Jerry Brown-for-Presidcnt message, feel free to try. The
rising thirst for freedom is causing lives to be sacrificed for meek of mind need not apply.
Doug Bollinger
the greater good all over the world. Yet, many United States
Sp/Theatre Education
citizens still do not vote.

Insert "brown-nosing”joke here
I have finally witnessed a voice of reason in the usually
mundane pages of our school’s weekly tabloid. In a sea of
pages constantly peppered with personal attacks levied by
insecure people and/or organizations, I have finally wit
nessed a true voice-that of J.R. Paul, whoever he may be.
Mr. Paul’s "Blurb" two weeks ago (Vol. 71, no. 8) wrote
about a meaningful topic that the populace of MSC’s
campus can act upon. He spoke of a subject not limited to
dead squirrels, Playboy centerfolds, DA companionship or
Magic Johnson; he wrote of Jerry Brown.
I do not necessarily blame the humble editors of The
Monlclarion for their choices of what might be food for
thought. I guess the menu from the student-chefs of infor
mation here at lovely Montclair State Something is lacking.
I do commend the commendable, however, and Mr. Paul
deserves accolades.
Surrounded by pseudo-intellectuals and self-professed
socially conscious columns of dribble, Mr. Paul has touched
upon a true cause. I have waited two weeks to respond
because I had honestly hoped to read a right wing rebuttal in
the latest issue. Therefore, I would have answered any
attacks on Mr. Paul and defended him in the same letter.
Since we Brown-supporters have no takers, obviously for
fear of total literary abomination, we wage our unchallenged
pleas.
It is painfully obvious to any student of American
polii ics that our country is in shambles. The government has
truly become what Brown calls the “governing elite” and
has totally separated themselves from the people. There is
no other choice but to support the one man who can, and
will, challenge the stagnant status quo; Jerry Brown is that

Republicans don't give a damn
about minorities or the poor
Who are we trying to kid? The Republican Party is
hardly representive of minorities or the poor. Our present
Republican chief executive was a man who campaigned
against the Civil Rights Act while running for Senate in
1962 and was the first president ever to campaign against
civil liberties, calling his 1988 foe a ‘card carrying ’ member
of the American Civil Liberties Union. It should be quite
clear why the Republican Party attracts xenophobes
(Buchanan) and neo-nazis (Duke) to run for its nomination:
conservative intentions are based on maintaining the eco
nomic status quo and upholding racial differences.
Examine the GOP’s track record.
Remember Willie Horton? Horton was the black prison
inmate who murdered an innocent life while on a weekened
furlough pass in Massachusetts. Trying to portray Demo
cratic candidate Mike Dukakis to be weak on crime, the
Busli campaign commercials placed pictures of Dukakis
and Horton side to side.
Tlie ads solely appealed to the racial fears of white
voters. It was flagrantly racially motivated, and it failed to
mention that all 50 states have furlough programs similar to
Massachusetts.
The Republicans do not publicly denounce, but have
used the Took the other way’ policy towards affirmative
action programs that substantially remedied past discrimi
natory practices towards minorities. The Reagan and Bush
Administrations have used those dirty words such as ‘quo
tas’ and ‘reverse discrimination’ to stir up support among
middle class whites.
For the nation, what’s most dangerous about such
inactivities is a return to the general mood that it s okay to

be racist. It’s no coincidence that the number of white
supremacist groups have increased by 27% in 1991, accord
ing to Klanwatch, a group in Montgomery, Ala. In actual
numbers, Klanwatch noted that 73 new skinhead, Aryan,
KKK, and neo-nazi groups have been formed throughout
the nation.
The Republican platform has traditionally supported the
death penalty. What goes unsaid is the glaringly evident
racial bias in deciding who dies in states where capital
punishment is regularly practiced.
Last summer’s report by the Death Penalty Information
Center, a non-profit organization in Washington, fully sup
ports this notion. Figures for murder cases in the state of
Georgia, where capital punishment is practiced, showed a
large racial discrepancy in percentages. 65% of all murder
victims from 1973 to 1990 were black; 35% white, but in
cases where the death penalty was sought, 85% of all cases
involved a white victim; 15% with a black victim.
The GOP has virtually opposed any measure to help the
economically disadvantaged. It is perplexing that so many
Americans foolishly believe in the destructive pro-rich
policies professed by the Republican Party. The trickle
down theory sounded great in theory - cut taxes for the rich,
let them invest, and economic benefits will drip down to all
classes, while simultaneously leading to higher tax rev
enues and balancing the federal budget.
In actual practice, it floundered miserably. The failed
supply-side economics by the Reagan Administration tripled
the total federal deficit to $4 trillion. Simply put, these
destructive policies helped the rich get richer, while every
one else got squeezed. Even you.
In Trenton, the Republicans are supporting a rollback of
the sales tax from 7% to 6% with absolutely no solutions as
to how the state will make up for the estimated loss of $608
million dollars. The move would be nothing short of an
extremely regressive measure that would lessen the tax
burden of the higher classes.
The state Republicans' recent opposition of the full
minimum wage increase last week and their opposition to
the Quality Education Acts of 1990 and 1991 (bills that
make public schools more equitable in quality) only shows
that the Republicans don’t care about the poor.
Consider another example in Washington. Although
almost all observers agreed that the proposed Tax Relief Act

by Congress was an election year m ove, it was an effective
litmus test that showed President Bush’s true colors: an
upper-class elitist.
Our president vetoed a bill that would have given $300
tax returns to middle and lower class families with children
and raise the taxes of only the top seven tenths of 1% of the
most wealthy Americans. The bill would have created a
more fair tax base while maintaining a constant amount of
incoming tax revenues.
The Reagan Administration virtually abandoned the
public housing business. Since 1980, yearly federal hous
ing aid has decreased by about 70% in nominal dollars.
State and city governments have attempted, but have never
been able to fill the shortages of the monetary withdrawal of
the federal government. The result: a massive increase in
homelessness in cities with no significant improvement
plan in sight.
The nomination of Clarence Thomas to the Supreme
Court was a blatant slap-in-the-face to minorities and the
civil liberties movement. Regardless of whether Anita Hill
was telling the truth over allegations of sexual harassment,
the Thomas opposers were right on the mark - he’s a
reactionary, who is a threat to past civil rights accomplish
ments.
Women have also felt the crunch of the decrease in
welfare entidements. Female, single-headed households
rose from 2.1 million in 1970 to 5.8 million in 1990. At this
same time, there have been no major efforts by the Reagan
or Bush Administrations to remedy the situation.
President Bush is currently choking on his own gag-rule
that denied federal clinics from suggesting abortion as an
option to pregnant women. With fierce pressure from prochoice groups, our president has attempted to appease the
anger by modifying the rule so that only doctors are now
allowed to suggest abortion. Such a move is just another
election year cover-up of his true anti-abortion policies.
With his hypocritical reputation, don’t be surprised if Bush
has a sudden change of heart on abortion rights this Novem
ber.
The Republicans stand for neither the poor nor minori
ties. Supporters of the GOP should consider all of the short
and long term consequences of existing conservative poli
cies, and come to terms with whether they really care about
the truly disadvantaged.
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But granny said she
bought it for the articles
Stephen Kazella’s editorial in TheMontclarion does not
only warrant a response from me because I am a woman, but
also because I am a concerned student at MSC and am all
too familiar with sexual harassment.
For someone who is connected to an organization which
claims to “make this campus go around,” one would think,
Kazella would be educated in what really makes this cam
pus “go around.” In the Montclair State Policy Statement on
Sexual Harassment, it is written very clearly, so as not to
confuse anyone, that sexual harassment is defined when
such conduct has the purpose or effect of interfering unrea
sonably with an individual’s performance or creating an
intimidating, hostile or offensive environment.
If you were able to convince several women to sign the
Playboy centerfolds for pledges, and these women claimed
to not be offended by such actions, then so be it. However,
these women don’t speak for me. I am entitled to find your
tactics offensive just as much as you are entitled to write
frivolous and pretentious material. You claim MSC NOW
should spread its ideologies around campus in friendlier
ways yet, you continue to believe that harassing women into
signing Playboy centerfolds is harmless and “friendly.” Get
real, my friend, too many women experience hostility, anger
and violence from male students, and women have the right
to say “no” to offensive and humiliating strategies conjured
up for the sheer pleasure of the degradation of women.
Would you pass around a centerfold to be signed if that
centerfold had even the slightest possibility of degrading

Faculty overrun with bad suits?
Well, it’s that time of year again. Copies of the Fall 1992 very same course as Staff. This is certainly food for thought.
Semester Schedule o f Courses can be seen all over campus
My car needed a brake job. I went to Midas and was told
as students, filled with excitement and anticipation, choose it will cost $200. Because I am privy to inside information,
their courses for the fall semester. As they plow their way I know that one mechanic is paid $4.00 an hour and the other
through the variety of courses
is paid $28.00 an hour. Which one
being offered, they cannot
do I want to work on my car? This
help but notice the ubiqui
is not exactly a tough call.
Given the number o f courses
tous presence of “Staff."
Students have the right to get
being taught by Staff, he or she is the most for their tuition dollar,
G iven the num ber of
courses being taught by S taff,
and it doesn’t take an MBA to
a remarkable person indeed
he or she is a remarkable per
recognize the difference between
son indeed. In the English
a $400-a-credit adjunct and a
Department alone, staff will be teaching 40% of 174 sec $2,666-a-credit professor. So I ask myself, why would a
tions being offered. Of EnglishG.E.R. courses, Staff will be student knowingly choose a course taught by Staff when he
teaching a staggering 68%.
can choose another section of the same course taught by
I am Staff, one of approximately 40 adjuncts who will be Prof. So-and-so?
teaching in the English Department next fall. I will be
I propose that in future editions of Schedule o f Courses,
teaching six credits, and I will be paid $400 per credit. A the per-credit salary be listed next to the instructor's name.
first-year, full-time instructor will earn 21/2 times as much. As Sy Syms says, “An educated consumer is our best
A full professor at an annual salary of $64,000 will earn customer.”
close to seven times as much. And this is for teaching the
Steven Aulicino
English Dept. Adjunct
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You imply women are fa ir
gam e and harrassment is
sim ply acceptable to you
and humiliating Blacks, Hispanics, or Jews? Probably not.
You imply women are fair game and harassment is simply
acceptable to you, because after all, you stated that we
“women” should be more concerned with more “serious
problems” such as rapes and assaults on campus then
harassment from pledges. Well, we are concerned with all
forms of abuse and we absolutely refuse to coexist with this
kind of harm any further.
Gloria Steinem said several years ago, “A woman read
ing Playboy feels a little like a Jew reading a Nazi manual.”
My views and the views stated by the NOW organization at
MSC do not speak for all women. However, if your idea of
tradition interferes with our idea of freedom, we have a
serious problem. We cannot simply ignore or accept this
form of harassment in our schools, for institutions such as
MSC and organizations such as Phi Alpha Psi Senate, need
to provide a climate in which women and men can grow and
learn.
.As for your comments relating Playboy magazine with
an “American” tradition, and by the style in which you
write, it comes as no surprise that you equate pornography
and the degradation of women with baseball and grandma’s
apple pie.
More students need to know that they do not have to
tolerate any type of harassment on campus, whether it is
racism , sexism , ageism , ableism , hom ophobia or
misogynism. It is downright unacceptable!
Women have been too nice too long and now realize that
harassment has stood in our paths one too many times. We
will not go back to being the compliant and good little girls
we were taught to be. As Audre Lourde once said, “Your
silence will not protect you.”
Pati Jordan
Sociology Major/Women Studies Minor

Letters must include your name,
major and telephone number if
they are to be printed.
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Some of our best friends are dead white males
The March 5 edition of The Montclarion ran a story to study? It would be nice to know what, if any, hidden
about the Multicultural Conference held on February 27. agenda the multiculturalists really are pushing for? If a clear
Unfortunately, the article was as informative as the confer definition could be arrived at, all this time, effort, money,
ence, which presented no new information. Many questions and talent could work to solve some more important prob
were raised, but none were properly answered. There was lems. Will the English department drop Shakespeare, Ibsen
this quote that appeared in the paper: “Multiculturalism is and Shaw? Will these great writers be replaced by equals?
here to stay. We have to decide how we ’re going to deal with Will the re-writing of history be next? There are over 150
it.” The only problem is that nobody can define it. If you ask countries in the United Nations. Will multicultural studies
10 people to define multiculturalism, you will get 10 differ include all of those different cultures?
One interesting point that was agreed to at the confer
ent answers.
I was a part of the conference for about one hour and a ence by both sides of this issue was the lack of knowledge
half. What I witnessed was ambiguous confusion by those about our own culture by those who are a part of it. If
who were sponsoring the all-day affair. Nobody could students do not have a minimal and sufficient understanding
about their own culture, how
answer two basic questions:
can they relate, compare and
The first, “W hat is
contrast to another culture?
multiculturalism?” and the
second, “What cultures are
I want to know what else do the A good example of this was
a psychology and law class
not being studied now that
multicultural thought police want me to that I was in last semester. In
you think should replace
what are currently being
study? Will the English department a class of 30 students, I was
the only person who knew
studied and why?” When
drop Shakespeare, Ibsen and Shaw?
how many judges sat on the
pushed for an answer to the
second question, the mod
U nited S tates Suprem e
erator during the 10 a.m.
Court. This was a simple
and very basic fact about
hour blurted out “Spanish."
This appears to be part of western civilization. One argu our own culture that 30 American cultured students knew
ment for multiculturalism is to teach non-western civiliza nothing about. Most American students need a kick in the
tions. When asked why Spanish and not another culture, the ass, not multiculturalism to be added to their curriculum.
answer was something like, “Because 20 different countries Perhaps some type of effective minimum standard about
speak Spanish and that adds up to a lot of people.” I was one’s own culture should be set up before attempting
happy to hear someone in the audience correct the modera additional multicultural confusion.
If multiculturalism is supposed to help different ethnic
tor by telling her it was 22 countries that speak the language.
If MSC were to follow her logic we all should be forced to groups live, learn and work together, it has to define itself
study the Chinese culture because one-sixth of the world’s first. Next, phrases like “DWM” can only enhance what
population is Chinese. The Chinese government is not the separates everybody. With this type of racist and sexist
slightest bit tolerant of other cultures or ideas. If you don’t classification, multiculturalism will only teach contempt
believe that, remember Teinaminn Square? Just ask the for other cultures. By keeping everything separate, many
Dalai Lama how many monks have the Chinese government new oppressions will come forward and command that they
killed in the attempt of cultural genocide?
be studied. Maybe multiculturalism should improve knowl
The story in The Montclarion was unable to digest an edge of one’s own culture first before moving on.
answer from the conference either. It left more questions on
B efore pushing for an undefined agenda like
the table. The article says that the English department is multiculturalism, let’s get our act together. I know there are
“...undoing its canon to include other works beside that of some intelligent people pushing for this change, but it could
‘DWM’ -dead white male.” This quote has the flavor of be used in a much more productive way. All that talent and
racism and sexism in it. As part of my general education effort could be used as a catalyst for improving what we lack
requirements and major (English), I have studied works now. This will only help prepare our students when they
from at least a dozen different cultures. Surprisingly, these choose and are not forced to pursue other cultural endeav
studies have included works by both genders! I want to ors.
know what else do the multicultural thought police want me
Marc S. Lucey
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Medieval Festival is big hit
by Sir Joseph James Seroka
The Medieval Society hosted its
first Medieval Festival here on campus
Sunday, April 5 under sunny skies. It
was great fun for all. The Festival
began at 11:30 and lasted till 5:00.
Throughout the day, crowds were
entertained with sword fighting
dem onstrations by the Medieval
S tud ies and Restoration group (MSR)
along with The Society for Creative
Anacronisms (SCA). Both groups
were there not only to display their
interpretations of medieval lifestyles
but to answer the many questions
asked by the festival goers. The MSR
did an impromptu play based on the
Trojan War which was cleverly done
in a medieval fashion.
One of the highlights of the day was when Sir Kevin, a
member of the Medieval Society, ran amok about the
festival grounds delivering disrespectful comments directed
at the Queen and some of the other nobility. Queen Heather
caught wind of his rude comments and ordered for his
capture and placement in the stocks. Sir George, with the aid
of his band of merry men seized Sir Kevin. Sir Joseph aided
the men in securing the unwilling prisoner in the stocks.
Queen Heather then approached the prisoner and declared
his crime and order for the royal tomatoes to be brought out
and asked the festival goers to pelt the prisoner with the
tomatoes for his unknightly deeds. Luckily for Sir Kevin,
Robin of the Hood (A.K.A. Eric of the Erb) came to his
rescue, freeing Sir Kevin and declaring that his punishment
was well-served. The Queen consented and recognized Sir
Kevin.
A fterw ards, the crowds were entertained by a
performance by Solstice, which is a delightful and talented
band of minstrels which Sir Steffan leads. After the
performance, the Queen led the Medieval Society in a
procession to begin a knighting ceremony at which Sir
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Hand me
a t o w e l ...
by Trina Messano
Kevin, Sir Steffan, Sir Joseph and Sir George renewed their
oaths as knights.
After the ceremony, The MSR began a jousting
tournament. Unfortunately, one of the horses was still
frightened of the other horse charging at it with a weapon,
so the actual joust never occurred but other maneuvers, like
ring catchings did.
“A splendiddisplay of medieval culture,” declared student
Vince Stroni. James “Appetite” Cotter felt, “It was neat,
very surreal, alot of freaky people to flock to this thing, it
was pretty amazing.”
There were an estimated 123 festival goers, most of
which came directly from the Montclair area. Some came as
far as Sterling Forest in upstate Ne w York and the backwoods
of Pennsylvania. “For their first festival, it was very
impressive,” stated Vladamir, an active member of the
MSR.
The Medieval Society has been active on campus for five
semesters now and plans on making the festival an annual
event. The Medieval Society meets every Thursday at 5:00
in room 413.

Live from Montclair State...
by Sandra Camlllerl

Question: What do domestic pets and a rectangle have in
common?
Answer: A Friday Afternoon Performance Hour!
Though a very unlikely pair, these nouns were the titles
for two new one-àct plays which shared the stage on April
3,1992. Tlie first play, titled “Domestic Pets AndViolence,”
was written by Broadcasting student, Eric Schmitz of MSC,
and the second play, titled “The Rectangle,” was written and
directed by graduating BFA student, Tobi-Lyn Byers, also
of MSC.
“Domestic Pets” was a comedy by nature which centered
around the mishap of a dead cat found in the refrigerator of
three roommates. The scenario began when Millie, played
by Jennifer Celia, decided to get a drink of orange juice at
four in the morning. The cat was mistakenly identified as
being one of the roommates ’ cat, when in truth, the dead cat
was Ernie’s research project. Paul assumed the wicked
landlady was the culprit and decided to get revenge. Ben, his
roommate, attempted to stop him, while Millie continued to
look for a drink and worried about what would happen.
Directed by M atthew Horohoe, Domestic Pets

contained some very funny scenes. Particularly humorous
was the scene in which Mrs. G, the landlady, played by
Andrea Aptecker, entered, clad in a long robe, broomstick
in hand, and a green facial mask smeared on her face.
Aptecker did a fine job parodying the role of the wicked
witch of the west, from The Wizard o f Oz.
Yet, while this cliché worked well, the use of the “dumb
blonde” stereotype did not. Millie appeared too "ditzy." She
seemed like she was spoofing Chrissy from Three's
Company. Her character was over-exaggerated.
Playwright Eric Schmitz commented about the play
stating, “I wrote this play to prove a point. Sometimes it’s
okay to laugh at death.” "Domestic Pets and Violence"
accomplished his goal quite well.
“The Rectangle,” more serious in nature, took on a
different approach. Here, two actors, Kurt Christiansen and
Laura Ketcham, engaged in a dialogue consisting of phrases,
while walking around an invisible rectangle on the stage
floor. One would utter a positive term such as “good,” while
the other would respond negatively stating, “bad.” The
dialogue continued in this way until the final climactic

Hand me a towel, for “...Naked in the Shower”
has thrown up the shower curtain for everyone to
take a look. Fourteen MSC student artists have
placed on display a diverse conglomeration of
contemporary sculptures in the Student Sculpture
Exhibition 1992.
Located in both Gallery 1 (LifeHall) andSprague
Library, the show will mn from April 1 - 27. All the
works deal with a variety of ideas, from the serious
statements to the fun loving. The exhibition gives us
its all from only a few of the talented artists on
campus.
Jason Longo presents the most dramatic
statement, if not the one that hits closest to home for
the MSC student. Walking into Sprague Library,
one is overpowered by three large casts of tire
tracks, hung on the wall and separated from the
viewerby a chain link fence, entitled, “Construction
Site Artifacts.” What student has not been stopped
in his tracks as a result of all the construction on
campus. However, this piece goes further then just
reiterating the visual construction site. He reminds
the artists and art patrons that MSC will be losing its
Gallery space in the library, in the name of
improvement by building.
. However, do not let the other pieces in the
library go by without a careful look. Especially the
work of the artist, Richard Calhabeu. When first
presented with the “Scenic View,” a closer view is
automatic. Placed on a pedestal covered with leather,
a Volkswagon innocently invites one to recognize
what is really there. The hubcaps are in the forms of
breasts, the windows have buttocks. Is it sex in art
or just plain fun at an activity many of us have been
engaged in?
Once a good smile is on your face from
Calhabeu’s piece, make the trip over to Gallery I.
The display of work here is just as rewar ding. Take
for example “Humpty Loses it on the 4th” by
Jonathan LeVine. The ideas of the container of life,
the egg, are explored. The fire engine, a life saving
container, is placed in distress between two wooden
linear forms painted red. It brings to mind the
question of who is doing the saving. Is it the container
or its inner elements? Is art only a visual aesthetic or
is it more involved with the personal experience?
The student show entitled “...Naked in the
Shower” will quench a variety of thirsts in its range
of sculptures. So, why not check it out, and don’t
forget your towel to dry off afterwards.

moment when the two actors merged as one mind uttering
the same phrases. It seemed as if in reality, emotions
constitute the very uniqueness of an individual’s personality.
This production was incongruous in its perspective.
Although Tobi-Lyn Byers stated that the main theme
here is “deciding whether or not emotions are a positive or
negative quality,” I would argue and say that emotions can
be both depending on the situation. Rather, the dirust of the
play appeared to be whether emotions are experienced
differently by every person or in die same way. "The
Rectangle" did not answer diis question correctly. Emotions
are as varied as are the individuals who experience them!
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NEW COUR8E SUMMER 1892

SUMMER RESORT AND SPORTS MQT.
CROIX, VIRGIN ISLAND«, U.8JL
JUNE 1 0 -1 « ON SITE IN TH E VIRGIN ISLANDS
JUNE « - • ON CAMPUS AT MSC
•EARN 8 COLLEGE CREDITS
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-E N JO Y THE BEAUTY OF THE U.8. VIRGIN ISLANDS
-YO U WILL a m DIRECTLY ON < AND WE DO MEAN
DIRECTLY ON) THE OCEAN OVERLOOKING THE CANE
BAY REEF ( ONE OF TH E TEN BEST DIVING SITES
IN THE CARIBBEAN, SWIM TO REEF).
-EX C ELLEN T INSTRUCTION PROVIDED BY A VARIETY
OF INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS IN RESORT AND WATER
SPORTS MANAGEMENT
-O PP O R TU N ITY TO EARN AN ADDITIONAL 1 CREDIT
BY TAKING SCUBA DIVING AS AN INDEPENDENT
STUDY COURSE. (SCUBA CERTIFICATION MAILABLE
TO ALL PARTICIPANTS FOR «160 EXTRAJ

This proposed referendum question is subject to the approval
of theSGfe Eegisiaturefbr irfelusion in thjs year's ballot.

-M SC TUITION EXTRA ABOUT BBB/CR.-N.JJIE8IDENT8
8100/C-R. O U T OF 81XTE RESIDENTS
-LABORATORY FEE INCLUDING ROUND TRIP AIR, HOTEL
(WITH COMPLETE KITCHEN) DIRECTLY ON THE
ROOM, AND TRANSFERS AROUND THE ISLAND FROM
AIRPORT AND FOR CLASS 8E8SIONS.ONLY S6SS
PER PERSON (triple oooJ(double ooo.only SSO
more por poreon)
........ .....................................C U T HERE.........................................
-------- YES. I WANT TO GO PLEASE RESERVE MY SPACE
NOWI (SSO Non-RofyndPblo Deposit by Apr.16)
Ntmoi---------------------------------------------- Addresti___________________
Pltonsi____ _

P la n n e d P a re n th o o d
Essex County
Affordable Women’s Health Care

.(H o m s)_____________ ___ (Sahool)

Notot Wh i must sttend sn orgsnlzstlonsl msstlng
I '
on Aprii 11 i l 1 P.M. In Brown Loungs
ÀI
et tho Panar Building
fy
•NOTEi C0UR8E LISTED A8 PERL S8S- d atee chow n ARE INCORRECT

GYN Exams Birth Control Counseling
Infection Treatment
Pregnancy Tests
Prompt Appointments Evening Hours - Bilingual Staff
-

POR MORI INPO OR RRaiRWIORa,
OR. J*OB PAMUILS • «01-SSS-707S
MORTOLAJR SWS OOLLEOE
OHAPIH ROOM 101A
UPPER MONTOLAIR. SJJ704S

29 No. Fullerton Ave.
Montclair
746-7116
Convenient locations also in E. Orange and Newark

Interested in directing a play?
D rop by the PLAYERS office
this w eek and pick up a copy
of the DIRECTING PROPOSAL
Players is a Class I of the SGA
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Crazy about Lunatics, Lovers and Poets:
t o s e e o r n o t t o s e e ...

________

D a ve

Shakespeare comes to life tonight as the Studio Theatre
Series of MS C presents Lunatics, Lovers, and Poets: Scenes,
Sonnets, and Songs from Shakespeare’s Greatest Hits.
Adapted and directed by Dr. Ramon Delgado, a theatre
professor of MSC, Lunatics, Lovers, and Poets uniquely
blends the best of Shakespeare's comedies, tragedies, and
romances. The audience is guided through various episodes
as Shakespeare himself, played by Thomas Dheere,
introduces his literary works. Each selection unfolds into a
vivid dramatic scene.
A esthetically, all elem ents merge harmoniously
enhancing the authenticity of the production. The
set,designed by Julie Chrobak, features colorful cloths as a
backdrop, while the stage is kept simple housing a balcony,
a royal chair, and benches. The light design, by Bart Rolfes,
complements the set and intensifies the elaborate colors of
the costumes fashioned by Tanja Guercy. Of all the visual
details, the costumes are most stunning. Reminiscent of
Shakespearean times, they are very ornate with realistic
detailing which includes the leggings of the males to the
jeweled headwear of some of the females. Unique to this
production, is the inclusion of original music composed by
theatre student Jason Yudoff, which beautifully evokes the
sentiments found in Shakespeare’s writings through his
musical touch.
The cast features over 20 students who take on multiple
roles from scenes including As You Like It and Romeo and
Juliet. As a whole, the cast com prised mostly of
undergraduate students does a wonderful job of portraying
Shakespeare’s characters. I applauded each of them for their
interpretations. Many of them truly imbue their characters
with the depth of emotions which Shakespeare instilled in
his writings. Considering the challenge for young actors to
perform Shakespeare, the cast seems to have met this
challenge quite eloquently!

B. C o h e n

by Sandra Cammlllerl

A scene from As You Like It as seen in Lunatics, Lovers and Poets.
Some students discussed their experiences:
Thomas Dheere, whose main role is Shakespeare, stated,
“It was a fantastic experience!” In reference to her acting
experience, Rebecca Rhodes, whose role included Juliet’s
nurse, stated,“I had never done Shakespeare before. I was
petrified! Despite its diversity, it’s a lotsimpler than everyone
makes it seem.” And, Phil Cirincione, whose roles include
Hamlet and Richard III, further added “I love doing
Shakespeare. It’s definitely a challenge for an actor.”

Director Delgado commented about the general theme
of the work stating,“We hope they (the audience) come out
with an appreciation of the wide range of themes expressed
by Shakespeare.” Considering the collaborative talent of
actors, designers, and productions staff, Lunatics, Lovers,
and Poets is bound to be an appealing production!
Performances are April 9,10,11 at 8 p.m. and April 12
at 2 p.m.

P L A Y E R S
m eets F R ID A Y S and M O N D A Y S
at 3 : 1 5 pm in R o o m 1 1 8
o f th e S tu d en t C en ter A n n e x
You must
have attended
two meetings if
you want to vote
in the April 27
(tentative)
elections.

Be a part of it NOW so you can enjoy
Players NEXT semester.
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ÔTUDIO THEATRE (SERIES
Department of Broadcasting, (Speech
Communication, Dance and Theatre
p r e s e n ts ...

LUNATICS, LOVERS, AND POETS
S cen es, Sonnets, and Songs
From William S h a k e sp e a re ’s G re a te s t Hits

April 7 -1 1 at 8pm
April 12 at 2pm
Information and reservations are available in the
MSC B ox O ffice at 893-5112.

"Think Joan!"
and vote April 11-15!
"The world will be
a better place!"

Q
Conservation Club is a Class I of the SGA

April 1 5 , 1 9 9 2
at 7 :0 0 p m
in the

SC B allroom
$ 5 Students, $ 7 .5 0 N on-students
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s a conspiracy!

(D idn’t you know that?)
So you call yourself a liberal???????
liberal politicians who talk a good story but would
In recent months, politics has become a pressing
never be willing to make the waves that are needed to
issue, not just in the media environment, but also on
help the majority of people in this country. Consequently
the music scene. This has become especially apparent
then, by only pointing registration drives at certain
with one political group, entitled "Rock the Vote.”
youths who would be incline to vote for either of the
While I have always been aware of this particular
moderate candidates, isn’t the group making its own
group, I never have truly taken them seriously. At
silent endorsement. In essence, these actions say, "We
least, that was until I was questioned by a few
don’t want Bush, but somebody like Brown would
individuals about the candidate I would vote for.
upset the social balance that we have grown accustomed
When I replied, “no comment as of this time,” I
to, so let's use our group to help elect some middle of the
received back a shocking, “haven’t you ever heard of
road guy who will spend the next four years doir
'Rock the Vote' dude?” Apparently this organization
basically nothing." The fact is that Brown has caui
has just a little more power than I thought, in turn, I feel
a lot of turbulence with those self professed moderate^
compelled to examine what they are all about
liberals who see the need for change but also recognize
“Rock the Vote” is an organization that has been
that their own lifestyles benefit from the corrupt political
attempting to bring the idea of voting to the musically
system now in place
majority of
concerned youth of this country. Their message being
Democratic leaders
and began
simply that a large portion of young people do not vote
endorsing Clinton,
rown, and a
and this apparent apathy can be changed by the right
countless numbe:
¿compelled
type of socially minded organization. To achieve this,
to endorse some*
f own well
being, rathei
'Rock the Vote' has adopted two key strategies. First,
to
they recruit musicians for promotional ads that attempt
represent the,
d
to induce young adults to vote, suggesting that it is
representatii
something seemingly “cool to do.” Secondly, and
Does
more importantly, Rock the Vote has set up voter
fetched? It
registration drives to signup unregistered young people.
attention to the b l |i p H i ^ \ f I j j l f e p lk n . Months
In the course of their work, Rock the Vote organizers
back when the field was opferi) you remember, the time
have forged a close alliance with those at MTV. This
when Clinton’s character was yet to be questioned and
Tsongas was a monetarily viable candidate, "Rock the
has become especially important because a media
Vote" and MTV ran advertising spots at a furious pace.
vehicle as powerful as MTV can transmit to the world
of young adults (18 -and over), a segment that few
In fact, considerable air time was given as news coverage
other media outlets can touch. (Interestingly, in line
of Rock the Vote drives, especially during MTV’s
news shows such as “The Week in Rock.” But now,
with this marketing realization, MTV has launched a
months later, with a field of just two candidates (not
sister campaign and has affectionately dubbed it
counting Bush), the ads and the promotional news spots
"Choose or Lose."
have come to a turtle’s crawl. Could it be because
Ok, so far “Rock the Vote” sounds like a good idea.
Tsongas, the more conservative of the two, dropped out
Yet, as with any political group, the question of a
of the race, or could it be because the primaries have
hidden agenda must arise. Just what would a bunch
turned towards states like New York and California,
apparently civic minded individuals have to gain by
states where a good percentage of the populations are
helping get out voters to the polls? On the surface,
minorities? Are they afraid that minorities might not
maybe nothing. But remember, any political group
vote for the candidate they want to win?
that can reach out to a large portion of American youth
Yet in defense of MTV, I have seen one 30
can have a lot to gain if they decide to endorse a certain
second spot that was airing last weekend. Unfortunately,
candidate. This is especially true since this upcoming
t of a silent endorsement for
this ad feeds 4
presidential election may be won or lost by the amount
! ad, the viewer is told to
a mode
of young voters that turn out.
quick pictures of Bill
The fourth paragraph, here’s where I start flying
tof Jerry Brown giving
off at the mouth with vulgarity......right? No, not
riewers are a mainstay
yet. Rather than profanity, I want to relay to
youId you think they
perceptions of this group. In the beginnil
fcn the ad as the only
presidential campaign, I noticed that ‘
sThe dude playing the
was intensely busy at organizing col
¡ad is about. Clinton is
drives, especially in states where
virile
Brown is painted as
students were middle to upper m id ^ ^ ^ M ^ ' That is
yes
speeches.
Once again a
not to say that their idea was to J^ajit^m Y ecruit a
J
rwhatisreal.
Stop
the press,
bunch of conservative right-wi
y MTV aired a spot on Jerry
opposite may have been true
bow. Yet, whereasspotsfocusing
to recruit the suburban libe;
have been placed in the opening
semi-ivy league college, as may
in Rock," Mr. Brown’s spot was
viewpoint made up the majority of
in the middle of the show, As a side note,
F...........CCCCC
sentiments
Show’s opening story was a piece about how
r now I will refrain and c:
^wardrobe changes M.C. Hammer and his dancers
tal perception,
%ave on tour. So much for MTV running their stories
ths, with particular ba<
in order of social importance especially in light of this
value systems, being induced t(
week's upcoming primaries.
Conççpîlially, who would they vote for.
With this argument, in the end many would say that
ffhese y$N lîàre tqqJiberal to vote conservative,
my
defense of Brown is part of my own hidden agenda.
is out. Yqt hot, 4»o liberal that a radical
ip
If
you
feel that way you too are undoubtedly part of the
en be considered. So
'llndtif};
problem. What problem you ask? The problem centered
i9 ft,O in li^ J w " d B ^ ^ defunct Tsongas, as if
around those of you who claim to be liberal yet have no
were ever considered
concept of what the word means. Aren’t you the same
viable, I h r e r e l b o t h these candidates appear to
people who support urban education, yet everytime I
be cajy (yf tlid same mold. Sure they have policy
visit a school in my city or any other depressed city
differences, Tsongas being the more business oriented
environment, I can’t help but see oureducational system
democrat and Clinton being,......... Hmmm, who really
in ruins? Why is that? Maybe because your kids are in
knows what Clinton’s really about? Yet similarly,
private school. And what about nationalized health
they are both the type of moderate straight jacket

Little did anyone know just how much a splash MTV
would make in popular culture, or even how much it would
grow. Its credibility has also reached new heights. No longer
is it the maverick cable TV station that had its beginnings
with Buggies’ “Video Killed The Radio Star,” but a serious
addition to the music, merchandising, and news realms.
If anything else, its house ads for MTV-based programs
have spilled into regular network television- look at the
format for promo spots for Fox’s new talk show “Jane.” It’s
driving the concept of MTV into its teenybopper-totwentysomething audience with the subtlety of a wrecking
ball on the forehead. Even Mike Meyers and Dana Carvey
parodied the MTV ad format in their promo spot for their
Wayne's World MTV special- and pulled out all the stops.
The funky camera angles, the weird computer graphics, the
pointless zoom-ins on body parts that had no meaning to the
ad, it all was there. But that’s satire. In reality, MTV execs
and brainstormers have come up with an ad style all their
own, and it’s eye catching. There’s no way to avoid being
caught- even if you have no interest whatsoever in the show/
special they’re hyping. You’re drawn in. The question
remains- when will it get old? When will we get tired of it?
And what will be the new style that will, as MTV puts it,
“define a generation?”
That said, let’s move on. M TV’s news features
have expanded a lot since their humble beginning. Way back
when, new band news and short news spots of the
entertainment world was the big thing. Madonna’s new
underwear was the big topic for one spot. What do the bands
Poison and Cinderella have in common? That’s still there
now, but that’s far from the end. “The Week In Rock,’’hosted
by Rolling Stone writer Kurt Loder, is an interesting, catchy,
and informative news show that mixes the news of the
previous week, key issues nation and worldwide, as well as
what the title suggests- the week in rock. Short “MTV News”
clips scattered throughout the day tell of the star news and
punchy recaps of current events.
MTV also isn’t afraid of breaking new ground, and has
aired shows for metalheads, “bluehairs,” (a slang term for
the “alternative” music crowd) and rap fans, as well as the
ordinary run-of-the-mill Top 40 Z-100 pop music crowd.
MTV’s distant relative, Nickelodeon, is running the cartoon
world’s weirdest duo since Rocky & Bullwinkle in The Ren
and Stimpy Show. Its sister station, VH-1, is following
basically the same format, but VH-1 ’s more toward the
older, more mature and mellow crowd. Maybe the ones who
feel they’re too old for MTV and are looking for something
kinder and gentler (read my lips, now). Still, if you were to
look at all three- MTV, VH-1, and Nickelodeon- you would
be able to see a family resemblance. Same format, same
styles. Badda bing, badda boom.
In actuality, what the hairy heck is MTV? Music? Style?
News? The cutting edge of entertainment? Maybe everything.
Maybe nothing. But it definitely is something.

care. How come so many other western countries have had such
a system for years and it has never really been a serious issue in this
country till this year? I guess because most of you can afford
health care so why bother with anyone else. The fact is that too
many of you so called liberals have to hide behind goody, goody
issues such as the environment. Yet, when it comes to supporting
a candidate that truly represents liberalism you shun him and turn
your support to his opposition, Hypocrisy? You may say no, but
how else can you justify voting for Clinton? Isn’t he the guy who
belonged to a country club that banned black members, and
doesn’t Arkansas, the state he governs, have the death penalty, and
isn’t he the same guy whose tax policy did more to hurt the poor
in his state than to help them? Oh, but I forgot he’s the acceptable
moderate liberal not the radical who states clearly he’s going to
change the system to help the majority of people in this country
that go unrecognized by the current political structure, while at the
same time not catering to self serving special interests. O h well,
so much for doing what’s best for everyone...... and by the way,
would somebody please help refresh my memory, it’s still “We
the People” right?
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-To my favorite member of a dental fraternity,
WOW. Mutton
-mo big. Mo Big, MO BIG!
-Christine (SIGMA) Whatever spins your escort
wheels. Love Renee
-Greta - Arc you ready for Friday nite? 2 Theta's
at the formal - wouldn’t mix without it. Love,
Laura
-Christine (S igma) You are just the best date ever!
Love your twin
-WRITE IN YOUR VOTE- ANDREA NEMETH
FOR SGA SECRETARY!
-Sal(AXP) Sony I missed you at the “Tribe”
concert. Ho|)e you got the 40's I sent with Billy
D. to OCSID’S house. Yo President, Reid
-Nick (DELTA) Thanks for taking me home
Saturday although if 1 let you leave Friday my
room would have been a lot cleaner! Love
Christine
-Who is this couple? Wednesday 4 /1,7:00pm,
Library by copier downstairs. Guy choke girl!
Aggression - side effects steroids. Please! Get
Help!
-Patty- Rob still asks about you... I think he's still
smitten by your stunning beauty. A former SGA
legislator (aud you know damn well who)
-Owen (AXP) Dis RUTGERS and stay at
Montclair.
-George, The flyers are coming along
grcat....Looking forward to Friday. Love you,
Chrissy.

-Jessica (AIX) You did an awesome job!
Congratulations. Hove you. LoveyourbigTricia
-Xi Class (AIX) Congratulations! I love you
guys! Tricia
-Kerri - You are the best big! 1 love you. Love
your little Tammy
-SDT-JennR. you're the greatest. Bigthanksfor
everything. Love your little
-To my group in Meet The Press- Got any good
jokes? I don't think they've all been said...

-Calle for President would be like pressing the
button-Go for Gouri!
-(SDT) Go zetas, go zetas, go, go, go Zetas! From
the farmer

-To all Greek women: I’ve got a lovely bunch o- coconuts. Slightly insane

-Chris R. (Delta Pledge) Say it again and you
die!!! Suzy

-Sandi fTS) Once again we've managed to make
ourlivesmorecomplicated...Butthat’swhatmake
it sooo exciting. You're the best. Iloveyou. “Oh
what a night” Dawn (TS)

-Lisette (DPhiE Pledge) Let’s get the suite ready!
It’s gonna be one hell of a party. Love your
suitemates

-Ican't dance, I can’t groove, all I know is I can’t
move!

-Zeta Pledges (SDT) Hang in there! We are
BONDED and always will be. Luv you p y s! Roo (SDT pledge)
-To the Mistmeister, You’re the best roomie I
could have gonen. Hope you like Clove. I will
miss you! - Love, your favorite roomie, me!

-How far ¡ire you willing to go? Ren and Stimpy

-Is “I Love You” too forward?
-Theresa, l do, I really do.

-Theta X i-on the move!

MARTINAIR’S EUROPE
if-K IJ-LL

IN EUROPE THIS SUMMER
FOR AN ADDITIONAL

-AKPsi Pledges, There is only one week left!
DON’T Screw It Up Now!
-Andrea, Thanks for keeping me company and
warm at the rock painting. Jim

Fly reliable M artinair directly to Amsterdam, gateway to
Europe, for as little as $548* Roundtrip from Newark.
An extra $60 gives you an open return ticket
so you may stay as long as you like.

-Lucy, How did I end up with a flat? xx

CALL NOW - TOLL FREE

-Go for the gold, Gouri for SGA President!!
-Yeah, it's her first time, and we all want to help
a nice girl with her first time, don’t we?

-Dave, Thanks for the talk the other day. You're
a cool neighbor. Love Jen

,

1-800-FON HOLLAND
■

(3 6 6 -4655)^ T-r-rr

to y o u r school.
-B each Boys 1960s tune

CAMPUS
CLEAN
F o r m ore information, contact Mr.
Victor Korobka,
of
Internal Affairs

The MMA- is your

-Gregg, I think L well, you bow....Iike you.
Theresa
-Gregg, Don’t you find it exciting with the door
open?

-Anna, You are a great little. I hope I can call you
my brother in just one more week. Your big, Jim

-Hermie, Lila, Wok, We have to buy wigs and a
"we moved” s ip for 1701. Dolly

Be true

-To the brothers of ZBT - Anyone got an aspirin?
MUGS

-Woteeseel, man?

-Jen S. (Tri Sigma) Your secret- sigma loves
you!...

-Sharyn, How’s your bunny? At least it’s a good
change from pigs. Chrissy

-Brett, Fudd, Corky & Finster(ZBT) Drinkin’
home beer with the home boys. MUGS

- FiFi, Do you still have a tamplex?

-To the brothers of AKPsi, You’re the best. Your

-Lauren - Thanks for supporting me! You’re the
best twin in the world. Love Tammy

-Laura, I know that these aren’t the best of times
but I still would like to wish you a happy birthday.
I love you and I’m here for you. Love your little

-AKPsi - Nu Beta Pledge Class - Nice Job on the
rocks. Your pledge master

-Have the lambs stopped crying girls? Tee Hee
Hee. PATCH

-Bleek, Good luck in Con, Sci. Love ya!

-Why won’t they let girls swim in the ocean? Too
hard to get the smell off the fish.

why is he so quiet. Does he sing too?

-Flea (Sigmafmy buddy, my buddy...

-To Amy of Sig Delta Tau: I love you. I'm so glad
you’re my special big!

-The best service fraternity isn’t a Greek-lettered
organization, and it’s more elite than any fake
greek organization on campus! Stay tuned...

-Val(DPhiE) Don't you love how truthful we are
when we are drank? No more secrets. Love
Colleen and Allison

stu

•Certain booking
and cancellation
conditions apply.
Fare valid
certain periods only.
Open return valid up
to one year for youths
ages 12 thru 25.
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Deadline

SCHOLARSHIP

HELP WANTED I A T T E N T I O N
-Part time position in up-scale
stationary boutique! References
required. Call 783-1522 between 10
and 5.
-ALL POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
PaitTime/FullTime. Apply in person.
Monday through Friday. 2 pm until 4
pm. TB Winberie, Restaurant and
Bar. 30 South Park Street, Montclair,
New Jersey 07042. (201)744-0402.
-Part time Telemarketing - looking
for motivated people to fill our room
9 to I pm or 4 to 8 pm. Flexible days
- A verage$8 to $ 12 per hour. Located
in Fairfield-Call 227-8802.
-BABYSITTER: Help Mom take
toddler twins to activities, some
babysitting, hours flexible, Tuesday
arnl/or Thursday mornings preferred.
References; own transportation
preferred. Call 744-6598 after 5.
-Reliable Babysitter needed
immediately to care for 7 week old
Monday - Friday, 12:00 - 5:00 pm.
Own car and excellent references a
must. Call 509-8582.
-Babysitter needed for Wednesdays
2:25-5:15 pm andThurs., 3:30-8:30
pm. Job can be shared by two. Car
preferred. References req'd. Exc.
salary Call 783-3908.
-Great Opportunity- Room & Board
+ Salary in exchange for afternoon
childcare and carpooling. Loving
family seeks caring, kind, responsible
person to help make life run
smoother. Call 212-840-4822 day,
201-473-1544 eves.
-CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Earn $2,000+/month & world travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,etc.)
Holiday, Summer and Career
Employment Available. No
experience necessary.
For
employment programcall 1-206-5454155, ext. C554,
-Counselors Wanted: Trim downfitness, co-ed, NYS camp. 100
Positions: Sports, Crafts, Many
Others. Camp Shane. Quaker Hill
Court, Croton, NY 10520. (914)
271-2103.
-$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS and
TV' Scripts. Fill our simple “like/
don't like” form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach, vacations.
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 hour
recording. 801-379-2925. Copyright
#NJ11KEB

-WANTED:
GREAT SGA
PRESIDENT! GO FOR THE
GOLD! GOFORGOURI!
-Montclair State College Students
seek best candidate for SGA
President. For Instant Satisfaction
and Long Term Gratification, Vote
for GOURI!
Word Processing Services Resumes, Term Papers- Accurate,
reliable & FAST. Reasonable rates.
5 MINUTES FROM COLLEGE
Q ll 365-2390,
-TOP RATED N.Y.S. COED
SLEEPAWAY CAMP PAYING
TOP SALARIES Seeking:
Counselors, W aterfront, All
Specialties. Contact: Ron Klein,
Director, Camp Kinder Ring, 45 E.
33rd Street, NYC 10016 or call
(212)889-6800, Ext. 272.
-CALLE FOR SGA PRESIDENT!
-No Time to Type? Give us your
term papers, reports, draft resumes
etc... Professionally edited,
formatted & letter-quality printed
by WORD PROS from $ 1.75/p. Ask
about discount with MSCI.D.! 7449192 if no answer 893-5688.

PS, P disc Brakes, A.C., AM/FM
stereo cassette, Fog Lamps, 31,000
miles. Excellent Condition (Kept in
garage) $7,000.00. Call (201) 7444150.
-FORSALE: Ford Mustang GT (89)
fully loaded 5 spd, throttle body inj.,
real dual exhaust with 2 flow mast,
muff., 2 new tires, great shape and
very fast! Asking $11,000 or best
offer. Call 471-1040 after 6pm.
-FOR SALE: Brand new Kramer
Guitar. Strat Body with soft case.
Only $285. Call 340-8218. Ask for
Paul.
-FORSALE: LP Record Collection.
500 like new, mostly 70, Rock, RB,
Jazz. $1 per disc. Must sell, moving.
(201)239-6824. Anytime. (Cedar
Grove)

INFORMATION
FOR STUDENTS
WHO NEED

Classified
Ads is
Monday
3 PM

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
(very student Is eligible for some
type of finonclla aid regardless of
grades or parental income,

COMPfi€H€NSIV€DfITflBflSC: Ourdatabase
of over 200,00 listings of scholarships and
grants represent over 110billion Inprivate
sector financial aid.
MflNVAlDflfiDS: Scholarships are available
to students based on their career plans,
family heritage and ocademlc intersts.
UMQU€R£S€ARCH:Ourreseorchdepartment
has located many scholarships Including
aunrdsfbrnewspapercairlers,groceiyderl<s
, cheerleaders and non-smokers.
RESULTS GUARANTEED.
CALL ANYTIME FOR A FREE

(300)

BROCHURE.

283-8600

EXT. 9 0 3

C am bridge
-CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED!
89 MERCEDES................. $200;
86V W ............................ $50;
87MERCEDES.......... .'....... $100;
65 MUSTANG.................... $50.
Choose from thousands starting $25!
FREE 24 Hour Recording Reveals De
tails 801-379-2929. Copyright
#NJ11KJC

Educational Services

LSA T
GMAT
For those of you offcampus, please send
us the ad (25-30
words) and a $7
check payable to the
Montclarion
through the mail

FOR RENT
Call: (212) 866-3283

-GALY-NJ Gay and Lesbian Youth
in New Jersey. *an off-campus
alternative. *for ages 21 and under,
♦meets Saturdays in suburban Essex
County. Call (201) 285-1595 for
location and information.
-Heading for Europe this summer?
Jet there anytime for $160 with
AIRHITCH (Reported in LET’S
GO! & NY Times). Caribbean only $189 roundtrip to somewhere
sunny & warm. Hitch a ride!
AIRHITCH 212-864-2000.

F OR S A L E
-’89 Ford Probe GT, Turbo. Black,
loaded, 5 speed, very clean, sunroof,
all power. $7,900.00. Must sell.
Q ll between 6pm and 9pm. 201691-7133.
-’87 VW Cabriolet Convertible.
White/White, A/C, A/T, loaded.
33,OOOmi. $8,300-negotiable. ail
(201)948-5421.

-1987 VW Jetta, (W olfsburg
Edition), 2 dr, red, sun roof, 5 sp.,

-Wanted - one bedroom apartment,
15 minutes or closer to campus. If
you are planning to vacate by the end
of the semester, please call Lisa at
893-5035. Leave a message.
-ROOMMATE WANTED: To share
3bdrm apartment in Seaside Park.
One block beach. For more
information call Dan at 777-2988 after
10 pm.
-Female Roommate(s) Wanted: Two
adjoining rooms available for one or
several to share. House is one block
from MSC. Call 783-1773.
-Two Female roommates looking for
people to live with next semester. If
you have a place or want to look for
one withus please call 893-5672 after
5 pm, Male or Female.

F

A

S

T

FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities,
student clubs. Earn up to
$ lOOO in one w eek. Plus
receive a $ 1 0 0 0 bonus
for yourself. And a FREE
WATCH just for calling
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65

LSAT • GRE
GM AT • MCAT
Small Classes.
Big Scores.
Guaranteed.
For more info on local
classes, call:

800/876-3107
The Princeton
Review
We Score More

W EOFFERJOUMORE...

All classes taught exclusively
by PhD.
*We're MCAT experts-over 16
years of MCAT (dat ) teaching
experience
*

♦PHENOMENAL 90% SUCCESS RATE!
EARLYBIRDANDGROUP
DISCOUNTS

DR. BLANK'S REVIEW
(

201) 966-9054
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C a lvin a n d id o b b ea
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by 3 Ml W a t t e r s o n

1 |§ rj

IF I'VE LEARNED ONE THING
IN L IF E . IT'S THAT EUERTONE
HAS HIS P R IC E .

RAISE THE ANTE HIGHENOUGH,
AND THEWS NO SUCH THING
AS SCRUPLES! PEOPLE VilU.

E>hoe

by J e f f M a cN e lly

Life in the 3owl
by C h r istia n R o g e r s

Wow spiw Hii> B I 6 CHANCE
T o SCORE. WITH SHEILA
©1992
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M o t h e r G o o s e a n d G rim m

by Mika F e t e r e

HMMM...MUCH
SALTIER THAU C ) 0
I WOüLP HAVIE r o .
IMMWgP,

SNMftWnäO
«AVJORFüLVer
SüRPRlSWGLV
FIMUe, „

GRIMMV.___

VouseavMo
écossés?

MUNCH..
CRUNCH,)

Symptom of the

The C r o s s w o r d F u z z ie r
by Michael Kelly

© E d w a r d Julius

Collegiate CW8724

51 S la n g y head
10 ------ Y u tan g
53 "And mine -----11 W reath f o r th e head
1 Cow boy's p a n a t e la
o n e " - - S h a k e sp e a re
12 F u e l h y d ro carb o n
13 B e f o r e t h i s tim e
6 Foo tw ear component 54 P u T v e r 's ran k
14 O n e - c e lle d a n im a ls
( a b b r .)
( p o e t .)
16 D e a le r in women's
55 M e t a llu r g y d e v ic e
15 O ld - E n g lis h l e t t e r s
h a ts
( v a r .)
21 Shout o f d is c o v e r y
57 O r g a n iz a t io n f o r
24 Z h iv a g o 's lo v e
17 C u t In t o sm a ll
Greg
Norman
p ie c e s
26 O r a t o r io s o lo s
27 A l l d r e s s e d up
18 D is t a n c e from th e
58 L e g a t o 's o p p o s it e
O
rg
a
n
iz
e
d
m
a
ssa
c
re
62
30 ------ exam ple
x - a x is
64 A c to r who p la y e d
19 S u f f i x f o r d i f f e r
34 A l l i a n c e acronym
20 M i l i t a r y h e a d d re ss
Gene Krupa (2 w d s .) 37 D iv id e d s k i r t
22 M r. R a th e r
65 Calm
38 ------ a v is
39 P a in t in g th e town
23 M iss C a r t e r
66 C o n c is e ly w i t t y
p h ra se
re d (3 w d s .)
25 " ------ so many
c h ild r e n ..."
67 Lo ck o f h a i r
40 Stop s ig n sh ap es
28 P r e f i x : w ine
41 F re n ch l a d i e s
29 V i r g i l h e ro ( v a r . )
44 City in Texas
DOW N
31 Flam ing
45 S t a r te d a f i g h t
1 U n if o r m it y
(2 w d s .)
32 K i t t y ' s c r y
33 Q u it e a few
2 High rank or
46 ------ d i e t
35 Ending f o r ham or
p o s i t io n
48 Road sign
52 Napoleon and Haile
sem
3 " ------ My Mind"
S e la s s ie ( a b b r.)
4 As easy as -----36 C e rta in p a r t of
56 Robert Burns, for
5 A ctress C h a r lo tte ,
Congress (2 wds.)
ACRO SS

A n e w ers to L a s t
W eek's F u z z ie r
Q U I R T
U P C A K
E R A T 0
E A N E s
N I N
E S 0 W
D E T R 0
■ fe ■ A N
A C T1 P A
M A •‘ ■ : i
A P
A p
S E MI P R
S MA S H E
E A R L I E
D Y K E D
s
c
A
L
A
R

a

I
i

S
E
R
T
V
I
T
I
A
T
0
R
S

s T1
ÍP1A T I N
E D 0 M I
N A ME T
I
I MP
A
T S
L
E R S
N I 0
T B R U S
A P T
S
S 0
A N A T 0
P 0 MA D
!T w 0 T 0
s I RE N

R
A
T
A
T
A
T

E
E
G
E
R
S

H
E
L
L
E
N
E

R
E
E
D
E
D

42 Mr. Bellow
43 S p i r i t u a l meeting
44 Have t i t l e to
47 S a l t t r e e s
49 "Darn i t ! "
50 ------ vo]ente

one
and family
6 A speakeasy, n e arly 59 Roman 901
Armed
forces head
60
always (2 wds.)
( a b b r.)
7 Empörer o f note
61 Black cuckoo
8 Like Methuselah
63 Dog's snarl
9 Mr. Wallach

Lo o k f o r a n s w e r s 'to T fn is w e e k 's p u z z le r in n e x t w e e k 's M o n t d a r i o n .
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Class One Concerts
would like to thank the following
people for a job well-done. Your
committment contributed to a very
successful April 1 Rap Show.
C1C General Members
Phi Beta Sigma
Sigma Phi Rho
TM
Yo! MTV Raps
Campus Police
G ene Lotito & the
Mem. Aud. Staff
from the

C1C Executive Board:
Producer_____
Vice Producer.
Treasurer_____
Secretary _
Box Office
Security__
Hospitality.
S ta g e ____
Publicity_______
Art Director____
Student Advisor.
Faculty Advisor.

Joseph Seroka
_Paul Giamboi
___ Karen Levy
_ Beth Johnson
John Lasquardo
_____ Dave Vogt
P, Christopher Stec
__________ Jim Lloyd
_ Paula Slavin
_ John Troyan
_ Chris Natale
Ja ck Samuels

Class One Concerts is a Class 1 organization o f the
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__________

SPORTS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -

R e d H a w k L a c r o sse m o v e s to 4-1 b e h in d K a n e
Junior netminder impressive against tough opponents
by Jlm KIossek
in two games to give the Red Hawks a three
goal cushion, a lead they never relinquished.
While Blaney and Co. were providing the
offense, junior netminder Ken Kane was
turning in another strong performance in
goal for the Red Hawks. Counting the eight
goals he gave up on Saturday, Kane has only
allowed 47 in the first five contests which
adds up to a sparkling 9.4 per game. In a sport
where the average score is 16-12, a solid
goaltender can really help a team go a long

way.
“Ken Kane, in my opinion, is one of the
best netminders in the country,” Alsofrom
said. “If he stays healthy, our defense is
going to be extremely solid.”
The third tough test for the Red Hawks
came last night against Drew University (too
late for this edition). It was only about a year
ago that DU edged the Red Hawks 12-11 in
a heated battle and MSC would like nothing
better than to return the favor this time around.

RED HAW K NOTES... The Red Hawks
are unbeaten on the road so far, sporting a
perfect 3-0 mark.....Blaney has scored in
each of the team’sfirstfive games...By beating
Westchester the Red Hawks avengeda 17-15
loss last year...Drew had lost two in a row
going into tonight’s contest...The Red Hawks
begin a three game homestand on Monday
starting with Southampton (6:00 p.m.),
continuing with Scranton on the 15th (7:30
p.m.), and Fairfield on the 18th (2:00 p.m.).

Ricardo Trilla

Yardstick games. These are contests that
measure a team’s strengths and weaknesses.
They’re almost exclusively played against
upper echelon teams. The Red Hawks had
three such games on their schedule coming
into the current season. The first one played
in a downpour at home on Thursday, March
26 against nationally-ranked Colby College
of Maine was only semi-successful. MSC,
leading by as much as four goals at one
point in the game, folded down the stretch
and eventually lost in overtime, 12-11.
The second of those challenges came
last Saturday. Westchester University, a
team that often plays such powerhouses as
Washington S tate, came to Sprague Field to
take on the 3-1 Red Hawks. After stressing
to his team that this was “a very important
game for us,” Head Coach Doug Alsofrom
saw his troops go out and score an impressive
12-8 victory over the visitors from
Pennsylvania.
“I told them this was a game we needed
to win,” Alsofrom said. "We didn’t have
much of an excuse to lose to Colby after we
were ahead by four goals, the weather
notwithstanding.”
When push came to shove on Saturday it
was Neil Blaney once again who sparked
the offense, scoring five goals and assisting
on two others, giving him 24 goals on the
year.
Before the season, Alsofrom singled
out B laney, a transfer student from
Delaware, along with Keith Van Ness and
Butch Meyers as the individuals he’d be
looking toward to jumpstart the offense,
and so far, they haven’t disappointed him.
In the win over Westchester, the trio
accounted for nine of the team's goals and
have been one of the main reasons why the
Red Hawks are 4-1 and in the thick of things
in the Knickerbocker conference.
MSC was on top 8-6 with 14:49 to play
when Blaney found senior Pat Shuba open
near the Westchester goal. Shuba, who
scored 30 goals last year, notched his second

I m p r o v e m e n t c o n tin u e s fo r T r a c k a n d F ie ld
Stevens and D rakes lead the way at the U niversity of
-------M aryland-Eastern S h o re------by Mark A. Belnay
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The MSC Track and Field team was at the
University of Maryland-Eastern Shore this
past weekend building upon its performances
of the prior week at Delaware State. Once
again the weather played tricks on the team
and, as a result, several races had to be cut for
fear of injury. Despite the bad weather, the
team had what Head Coach John Blanton
considered to be, “A very good weekend.
Three school records were left at the wayside
as the team continues to build on the strong
performances it had a week ago at Delaware
State.

Dewayne Stevens broke a 15-year- old
school record by running a blistering 48.00
in the 400-meters, qualifying himself for
the NCAA Championships. He was also a
part of the men’s 400 and 800-meter relay
teams that were responsible for the breaking
of the school’s 800-meter record with a
time of 1:26.75 and qualifying for the NCAA
Championships with a time o f 42.35.
Blanton believes the 400-meter relay team
made up of Stevens, Neal Ruiz, Abdul
Williams, and JoeBass are capable ofmuch
faster times which could provide for some
interesting moments in upcoming meets.
On the women’s side there were several

outstanding performances beginning with
another NCAA Championship qualifier in
Denise Drakes who ran a 12.30 in the 100meter. Kristen Pelcher placed third with an
impressive time of 59.60 in the 400-meter
dash, establishing a new personal best,while
teammate Shantay Brame will join Drakes at
the NCAA Championships after qualifying
with a time of 25.60 in the 200-meters. The
women’s 800-meter relay team of Denise
Drakes, Shantay Brame, Sherine Titus, and
Sharon Lindo finished third in setting a new
school record with a time of 1:44.07. Mary
Ann Jeske rounded out things on the women's
side by placing fifth in the triple-jump with a

mark of 9.68 mete^* 1 ;
The trip to the tlfliversity of MarylandEastern Shore served as. another building
block to assess the strength sand weaknesses
of the team by the poaching staff before the
Penn Relays which will be held at the
University of Pennsylvania April 22 through
April 25.
Blanton sees a team on the verge of
pulling it all together as he stated after
witnessing the results of the past weekend.
He said, “We 're looking good. We should be
able to keep things going if everyone is
healthy for the Penn Relays.”

N.J. ’s Premier Go-Go Club!
290 Watchung Ave. • West Orange, NJ • (201) 669-0333
Spanky’s is the home of special events. If we don’t have it, tell us and we’ll put it
on our calendar. Recession fighting specials every day! Spanky’s gives you more
bang for your buck, plus the top dancers in New Jersey!

LADIES

GENTLEMEN
Wed. April 22 - don’t miss the unbelievable “Hot Dog
Shannon” - gives new meaning to the word ‘hot dog’.
Don’t miss Shannon + 6 top dancers.
Wednesday, May 6 - Spring Go-Go Rama; 50 top
dancers all day & nite; check for our nationally known
featured dancer acts!
Maniac Mondays - featuring the “wild girls” of
Spanky’s: Mary Jane, Kristen B., Dawn L., & Denise
Beat The Clock Beer Special - Starting at 7pm; Mugs
$1; price goes up 250 every 1/2 hour
DRnr

n

Two for Tuesdays- All nite, 5 top dancers, 1/2 price!
Wednesdays - College I.D. nite; show your college
I.D. for $1 mugs & $2 well drinks; wet t-shirt; best
boob nite; 6 top dancers
Thursdays - “Bring Your Own Mug Nite”; we’ll fill any
size mug for $2.50; 6 dancers
Fridays - Spanky’s Party Time; beer & drink specials;
12 dancers day & nite
S aturdays-$2 drafts all day; 10 top dancers;
cocktail roulette and $8 draft pitchers all nite!
Sundays- "Bring Your Own Mug Nite”; we’ll
size mug for $2; 5 dancers

G IA N N A 'S ELITE
,0 ^

EXOTIC MALE DANCERS

0 °°

Monday, April 13th
Doors Open at 7pm
Show Starts at 8
exotic male dancers • drink specials • valet parking
For advanced ticket sales, call 669-0333
$2 Off With This Ad

any

Spanky’s - The Bachelor Party Capitol of North
Jersey, held in our private downstairs lounge...call
for details
Grand Opening - Spanky’s Billiard Room; 3 pool
tables in our private game room
Everyday - 500 lunch specials; hamburger, tuna,
Taylor Ham, turkey, & meatballs

Happy Hour Recession Buster
/

4 -9pm
$2 drafts & well drinks

Buy the 1st Drink, get the 2nd one FREE with this ad.
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W a tc h o u t, N e w Y o r k
T h e M e ts a re b a c k
The new boys o f sum m er are ready to catapult to the top o f the NL East
I love what people are saying about the
National League East. “The Mets are the
least-worst team in the division.” I guess
that’s good. However, I beg to differ. I think
the Mets will be the best team in the division,
almost as good as the 1986 championship
team. The only question other than defense is
whether Dwight Gooden’s shoulder is OK.
(We won’t go into the rape charges.)
A few nights ago, for the 5,000th time, I
watched 1986 Mets: A Year to Remember.
Also for the 5,000th time, I realized some
thing very upsetting: most of the players in
the video are no longer with the Mets. Think
about it. The only major contributors left
from that team are Dwight Gooden, Sid
Fernandez and Howard Johnson.
I remember it as if it happened yesterday.
Actually, it did because Sportschannel showed
Game Six and Seven of the '86 World Series
a few nights ago.
Let me take you back to Oct. 25, 1986.
With two outs in the 10th inning and Ray
Knight, the winning run at second, Mookie
Wilson hit a grounder that only Bob Murphy
could describe.
Murphy, the Mets’ announcer since the
team’s inception in 1962, likes to repeat things.
Who could forget what he said on this faithful
evening?
Murphy said, “And a ground ball, trick
ling,fair. Gets by Buckner! Gets by Buckner!
The Mets will win the ball game! The Mets
win! They win!”
I ’ll also let Murphy describe the final
pitch of the 1986 Series. Jesse Orosco is
pitching to Marty Barrett.
Murphy said, “He struck'im out! Shuck
'im out! The Mets have won the World
Series! The dream has finally come true.”
It’s now six years later and Murphy and
the Me ts ha ve another chance for the dream to
come true. In 1986, the Mets had great
pitching, greathitting and a lot of guts. I don’t
think it should be much different this year.
New manager Jeff Torborg, who received
his Master's Degree at MSC, has a great
chance at turning a team that finished 77-84
last year into a major powerhouse. And it all
starts with pitching.
On the mound, the Mets are solid. With
David Cone, last year’s NL strikeout king, a
slim Fernandez, a healthy Gooden and a
former Cy Young winner, Bret Saberhagen,
the Mets should have one of the strongest
staffs in baseball. Rookie Anthony Young
will also contribute to New York’s success.
The infield and outfield both pose many
questions in terms of defense.

In the infield, the Mets acquired Eddie
Murray and Willie Randolph to play first and
second, respectively. Both players have been
through the trenches and know that this is
their last chance to play for a winner. They
are 73-years-old combined, but still had good
years in 1991. Shortstop and thirdbase will
probably depend on whether Kevin Elster’s

playing a few positions.
The bullpen is another question mark.
John Franco should be back to his 1990 form
and so should Tim Burke. Jeff Innis will see
action as both a middle reliever and closer.
At the plate, the Mets are very strong. If
Coleman and Randolph can get on and make
things happen, this will be a very exciting

Bobby Bo and Murray hit for average and
HoJo just flat out hits. These three will be
dangerous.
Pecota, Sasser, Magadan and Daryl Bos
ton will also provide some timely hits and
needed runs.
That’s the bottom line. If the Mets score
runs and the pitching staff stays healthy (and

A Tale o f two Seasons
1986
Pos.

1992*

Name

Avg

HR

RBI

Pos. Name
IB Eddie Murray
2B Willie Randolph
3B Dave Magadan
SS Bill Pecota
LF Vince Coleman
CF Howard Johnson
RF Bobby Bonilla
C Todd Hundley

A vg
.260
,327
.258
.286
.255
.259
.302
.133

IB Keith Hernandez
2B Wally Backman .
3B Ray Knight
.
SS Rafael Santana
LF M ookie Wilson
CF Len Dykstra
RF Darryl Strawberry
C Gary Carter

.310
320
.298
.218
.289
.295
.259
,255

Pitchers
RHP Dwight Gooden
LHP Bob Ojeda

W
15
18

!L
6
5

, ERA
2.81
2.57

w
Pitchers
14
RHP David Cone
LHP Bret Saberhagen 13

Relievers
RHP Roger M cD ow ell
LHP Jesse Orosco

w

1L

14
8

9
6

Svs
' 22 '
21

Relievers
RHP Tim Burke
LHP John Franco

MGR: Davey Johnson

13
1

11
1
9
8

27
24

83
27
76
28
45
45
93
105

HR
19
0
4
6
1
38
18
1
L '
14
8

RBI
96
54
51
45
17
117
100
17
ERA
3.29
3,07

111 ! L
6
5

1 Svs
7 ■
6
30
9

MGR: ^ f f Torborg
* Statistics are from 1991.

shoulder has recovered. If not, Bill Pecota,
who came over from the Royals with
Saberhagen, will be at short and Dave
Magadan will be back at third. At this point,
it looks like Pecota’s fine spring has earned
him the thirdbase position.
The outfield could be a nightmare for the
Mets. With Vince Coleman in left, HoJo in
center and Bobby Bonilla in right, the Mets
could provide us with some adventurous
moments. However, I feel Johnson will do
surprisingly well in centerfield.
Behind the plate, Torborg is high on rookie
Todd Hundley, but his bat is still a question
mark. I like Mackey Sasser, and I think he
does a good job. Unfortunately, Sasser has
trouble throwing from his crouched position,
and the pitchers don’t like that. H e’s getting
better at it and with his bat, we should see him

year. I feel this is the only thing missing from
the ‘86 team. Players like Len Dykstra and
Wally Backman are very hard to replace.
They were the tablesetters for the big three:
Keith Hernandez, Gary Carter and Darryl
Strawberry.
I hope Coleman and Randolph can do the
job, because if they do, this year’s big three,
Bonilla, Johnson and Murray will each drive
in at least 90 runs. Remember, I said at least.
You can’t pitch around them. They’re all
switch-hitters and are all feared by pitchers
and managers throughout the league.
In 1986, with Hernandez, Carter and
Strawberry in the 3-4-5 spot, pitchers didn’t
know who to face. WhenCarter was slumping,
Hernandez would be intentionally walked,
and when Straw slumped, Carter got the pass.
I don’t see that happening this year though.

out of jail), they should win the division
easily.
Look for the 1992 Mets to finish with 96
victories and Torborg to win Manager of the
Year. I expect Saberhagen to win 20 games.
Cone and Fernandez should win at least 16
apiece. Throw in 15 from Doc and a few from
young and the Mets will win 100.
Most people want me to write about the
other New York team, but there isn’t much to
write about. The Yankees should have better
hitting with the acquisition o f Danny
Tartabull, but pitching is still the problem
with the Bombers. They shouldn’t finish
higher than fourth. So, once again, the Yan
kees must again play in the Mets’ shadow.
Frank Sinatra is almost right. New York,
New York is a helluva town. But, Frankie,
the Bronx ain’t up. Rushing is.

Bonilla starts like Carter
SOFTBALL from page 36
“I think they were really distracted,” she
said. ‘T hey couldn ’t ge t any concentration or
focus when they needed to, causing the ex
ecution to be poor.”
Hitting was the main ingredient missing
from the Red Hawks arsenal. They didn’t
show the kind of bats that allowed them to hit
.322 as a team in Florida. MSC hit a paltry
.203 in the Classic. This has Kubicka con
cerned.
“We ’re going to start emphasizing hitting
and bunts,” she said. “In Florida, we were

extremely successful in our short game. But
[from this tournament] I think we were lack
ing in terms of moving people.”
RED HAWK NOTES—No MSC players
were named to the Classic Tournament Team.
Jennifer Flinn is MSC’s leading hitter at
.479. Following a very disappointing tourna
ment, Lois Fyfe and Kim Drager each saw
they averages drop .081 points. Fyfe is now
batting .419 and Drager.363. MSCmustnow
prepare for New Jersey Athletic Conference
(NJAC) action as the NJAC season opens up
April 11 with a game against Glassboro.

Bobby Bonilla's first game as a Met was very similiar to Gary Carter's.
In the Mets' opener against the Cardinals, Bonilla hit a two-run home run in the top
of the 10th to break a 2-2 tie and the Mets won by that 4-2 score.
As I watched his at bat, I said to myself, "He's going to hit a blast and everyone's going
to say it was a great move to get Bonilla."
I remember saying that about seven years ago, when Carter came to bat with the same
scenario.
It was April 9,1985. Carter was playing his first game as a Met. He stepped up to
the plate with the score tied 3-3 against these same Cards. Carter proceeded to rip a tworun homer over the left field fence at Shea.
What a way to start for both players. New York loved i t But let's hope the
similarities end there because in 1985 the Mets came in second place behind the
Cardinals.
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Lacrosse ups record to 4-1.... . 34
Track performs well............. . 34
King's Court: Mets are back...35

S le e p in g b a ts sea l so ftb a ll's fa te in M S C C la ssic
The third annual MSC Softball Classic
was anything but classic for the women’s
team as it dropped three games and was
quickly eliminatedfrom the tournament. MSC
had to watch Trenton walk away from Quarry
Field with its third Classic title.
The Red Hawk bats, which were nailing
everything in sight prior to the tournament,
could only muster 15 hits in the three games,
which included a one-hitter by St. Peter’s
pitcher Jodi Solana.
“Our bats were flat,” Head Coach Anita
Kubicka said. “It was really cold on Friday
and it was our first time playing at home. The
team seemed to be distracted by the. increase
in fan support.”
The 10-2 Red Hawks came into the Clas
sic riding a 10-game winning streak and
ranked 12th nationally in Division HI. At the
end of the tourney, MSC fell to 10-5 and
probably fell out of the Top 20.
MSC entered the single elimination round
on Saturday against sixth-ranked Ithaca Col
lege after losing to both Cortland State and St.
Peter’s on Friday.
MSC trailed 1-0 in the sixth, but tied the

score on an RBI double by Lois Fyfe, her only
hit in the three games. However, with two out
in the seventh, Fyfe allowed three consecu
tive hits. The big blow was a two-run triple
by Heather Afarian giving Ithaca a 3-1 lead it
would never relinquish. The victory ousted
MSC from the Classic.
Freshman Jennifer Flinn led MSC’s sixhit attack with two singles. Fyfe was the
losing pitcher and her record dropped to 6-4.
Kubicka said MSC didn’t look the same
as it did earlier in the season.
“We looked stronger than we did on Fri
day,” she said. “But we didn’t have the same
look or attack we had in Florida, and at
Muhlenberg. It was disappointing.”
Friday’s games were especially disap
pointing for Kubicka and her Red Hawks as
they lost both opening round contests.
In the opener, MSC’s Laura Judge led off
the second inning with a single. Following
two strikeouts, Flinn singled, putting runners
at first and second. Both runners advanced on
a wild pitch. Kristi Kutchinski then ripped a
two-run single, giving MSC a 3-1 lead.
Cortland State answered with four runs in the
fourth and took the deciding 5-3 lead.

Flinn and Judge each contributed
two hits in MSC’s loss. Fyfe took the
loss and fell to 6-3.
Kubicka thought her team could
have produced more than it did.
“We had that one poor inning,” she
said. “Through mental and physical
errors, we let them back in the game.
I thought we hit their pitcher hard and
should have had more runs.”
More hits and more runs were defi
nitely what MSC needed against St.
Peter’s, a Division I team. The Red
Hawk bats really fell asleep as they
were one-hit by Jodi Solana. The lone
hit was a double by Kutchinski. Solana
also helped her own cause by chipping
in three hits. Michele Serio pitched
well for MSC but took the loss. Her
record fell to 4-1.
As Kubicka looked back at the
disappointing weekend, she said the
Red Hawks had trouble concentrat
ing.

Please turn to SO FTBALL page 35 MSC's Michele Serio lost a tough game to
St. Peter's in the MSC Classic. Serio is 4-1
with a 1.52 ERA.

R icardo Trilla

by A l lannazzone

R e d H a w k s set b a c k as sta r tin g p itc h in g fa lte r s
by Keith A. Idee

Yocum and Micucci gain individual honors

The MSC baseball team was riding high
at 9-2, its best start in 16 years. Then the Red
Hawks hit a road block. Since Thursday,
MSC has dropped three out of four games to
conference opponents.
The latest casualty occured on Monday,
when MSC played host to rival William Pater
son College at Pittser Field. The Pioneers
entered the game with an 11-2 mark, and
were ranked 12th nationally in Division HI.
The game was tied at 3-3 until the seventh
inning. That’s when WPC infielder Joe Carter
snapped the tie with an RBI single. Catcher
Brian De twiler followed with a two-runsingle,
and outfielder Dean Digrazio added another
run-scoring single. In all, the Pioneers struck
for four tuns in the inning to take a 7-3 lead.
Neither team scored again, giving WPC its
12th victory of the year against only two
losses. They are also undefeated in confer
ence play at 4-0. MSC dropped to 9-5 (1-3
NJAC), and have lost three straight. Sopho
more first baseman John Pallino smacked an
RBI single and a double for the Red Hawks.
M SC’s problems began this past week
end. Trenton State College travelled to Up
per Montclair for a double-header on Satur
day.
In the first game MSC fell behind early.
The Lions chased MSC starter Chris Rampóne
after just two innings. The sophomore left
hander allowed three runs in the first and two
in the second. All five runs were earned.
Enter Joe DeMiro for the Red Hawks. The
senior right-hander was superb, going the
final seven innings without giving up a run.
He gave up only four hits and struck out eight.
However, that wasn’t enough for MSC. They
battled back, scoring two runs in the bottom
of the ninth. They had a good opportunity to
win the game, but freshman catcher Mike
Micucci fiied out with runners on second and

third with two outs, giving TSC the 5-4 win. Again the Red Hawks were down 5-0, only
Pallino again provided a spark for MSC, this time, before they even got up in the
going 3-for-5 with two RBI. Sophomore bottom of the first. The Red Hawks cut the
third-baseman Rob DiLaurenzio also went 3- margin to 5-2 after the first. That was as close
for-5 with two runs scored, and freshman as the Red Hawks would come. TSC scored
second baseman
two in the
M ike M urphy
- top of the
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seventh,
and two RBI for
while MSC
the Red Hawks.
managed
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two runs in
pitching has be
the bottom
come a problem
of
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for MSC. The
eighth, pro
starters aren’t go
ducing the
ing deep enough
7-4 final.
into games and
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major concern for
two RBI for
H ead
C oach
MSC.
Norm Schoenig.
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Red Hawks' Joe DeMiro pitched well In MSC's
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5-4 loss to Trenton. DeMiro came In In relief
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runs.
3 innings of
and pitched seven scoreless Innings.

excellent baseball. The sophomore gave up
only three hits, struck out five, and did not
issue a walk.
The offense was lifted by junior rightfielder Joe Critelli. He drilled an RBI single
to tie the game 7-7 in the bottom of the ninth,
sending the game into extra innings. Rutgers
Newark regained the lead in the 10th, scoring
once for a 8-7 advantage. In the bottom of the
10th Critelli came through once again. He
drilled a two-run homer to give MSC the 9-8
victory.
Although the Red Hawks have struggled
as of late, Schoenig isn’t panicking just yet.
“Our overall record is still good, but we need
to win some conference games. Those are the
most important.”
The Red Hawks have been consistently
productive both offensively and defensively,
so if the starting pitching comes around they
should be in good shape come mid-to-late
April.
There were a few positives in an other
wise disappointing week for MSC baseball.
Yocum was named NJAC Pitcher of the
Week. The Verona native has yet to give up
an earned run in 20 innings pitched this
season. He also sports a 2-0 record and has
only walked two batters. Also, Micucci was
named NJAC Freshman of the Week. Through
Sunday, the Emerson native was hitting .306
with 17 RBI.
RED HAW K NOTES...A11 statistics are
up to, but not including, the WilliamPaterson
game...MSC has seven games on this week’s
schedule. Home games include today’s con
test against NJAC foe Ramapo at 3:30 p.m.,
and a double-header with Kean College on
Saturday, also beginning at 3:30 p.m. Away
games include College of Staten Island (4/10,
3:30 p.m.), University of Scranton (4/12,
5:30 p.m.), Rutgers University (4/14, 3:00
p.m.), and FDU-Madison (4/15, 3:30 p.m.).
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